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Figure 1.

Bridge Bay West Lagoon of Yellowstone Lake in Yellowstone
National Park, Wyoming

Figure 2.

Arnica Lagoon of Yellowstone Lake in Yellowstone National
Park, Wyoming
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INTROWCTIOll

Biologists

baTe

been concerned about the presence of longnose

sucker. (catoatomus catostomua) and redside shiners (Richardsonius
balteatus) and their effect on the cutthroat trout (SalJao clarki) population in Yellowstone Lake.

Many

investisators have tound unfavorable

interactions with the fOl"Jlller two species and trout in other waters; this
investigation vas made to deteraine the distribution and certain interactions ot these species with cutthroat trout in Yellowstone Lake.

The

ettects ot the presence of lake chub (BYbop8is plumbea) and longnose
dace (Rh1n1chthz! cataractae) are considered to a lesser extent.
Various 8&lIQiIle areas were studied by observation, dip nets, Ilinnow
traps, tish trap. on tributary streams, seines and gill nets to determine
the distribution, relative abundance and interactions.

The

general

ecology ot Yellowstone Lake was studied in connection with habitat
requ.ireJlMlnts of fish species present.

For study purposes the lake was

arbitrar1ly' divided into the open lake, bays and lagoons.

A general lite history study was made ot longnose suckers

and

reds ide ahiners with emphasis on age and growth, food and feeding habits,
reproduction, and habitat requirements.

Life histories are considered

and correlated with cutthroat trout to eluoidate preterences and require-

ments ot each speoies, and to consider interaotions of distribution,
spawning and tood.
The

.tatus of Yellowstone cutthroat trout is considered in relation

to interactions with other species present.

Management 1Dr;plioations,

2

lussestions for further
41lcussed.

stu~

and findings ot this investigation are
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YELLOWSTONE LAKE AND STUDY AREAS

Description
Yellowstone Lake lies at an elevation of 7,731 teet, has a surtaoe
area ot 136.66 square miles, a wax1J1um depth ot 320 teet, and a mean
depth ot 139 teet (Benson, 1961).

The annual water level tluctuates from

1.5 to 1.8 meters j it is lowest trom January to March and highest in
late June or July.
the last week in

The lake is trozen over trom December or January to

~

or early June.

The mean temperatures in the Yellowstone Lake area trom 1953 to
o
1957 were 13

c.

in the sWllJDer and -9.5

0

C. in the winter.

The lake

area has prevailing winds trom the south and southwest in the sUDllDer
which usually begin about 1100 and abate in the evening about 1700; they
were stronger in 1959 than in the two previous years (Benson, 1961).
The watershed has an est1JrBted area ot 1,010 square miles and is
vegetated by lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta) torests and alpine meadows
(Benson, 1961) j there are approJd..llately 14 major and 26 minor tributary
streams draining this area (Welch, 1952).

There are many active geysers

and hot springs in the watershed and some in the lake itself.
The lake is characterized by having an irregular shoreline nearly
100 miles in length with many bays and lagoons.
the basin and the resulting currents are

~ortant

ot aquatic plants and the distribution of fish.
are extremely productive areas.

The irregular shape of
in the distribution

The bays and lagoons

Many lagoons were formed by wave action,

while others have been partially tormed by highway construction.

Many

liIB.ny lagoona, now isolated and secluded by higb:ways, were probably

present bef'ore road constrtletion.

Arnica Lagoon (Figure 2) is an ex-

ception; it vas undoubtedly created by construction work.
MaJ:ly natural. :Lagoons have narrow ctbannels connecting them vi th

the lake vhich may be closed by wave action for certain periods; they
are usual.ly re-opened during high water periods by tributar;r streams.
'1Yo lagoons have been permnently closed and contain various aquatic

insects, crustaceans and amphibians, but no fish.

Blotched tiger sal.a-

manders (AmblstODa tigrinum.) and boreaJ. toad (~ boreas) tadpoJ.es are

found in great nu.mbers in these lagoons.
Approximately one-half' of Yellowstone Lake is accessib1.e by a
high:way which fol.l.ovs the lake along its western and northern shorelines.
During the summer this area receives heavy :fishing pressure, especia.lly

in certain areas.

Cope (1953) as noted by Bul.k1.ey (1.961) estimated that

95 percent of the fishing pressure on Yellowstone Lake is concentrated
at the northern end.
Lilmo1ogy

Yellowstone Lake is oligotrophic; it is poor in nutrients and has
loy temperatures (Benson, 1961).

It usua.J..ly becomes thel'2lBl.ly strati-

fied in late July or early" August with
25 to 30 feet beloy the surface.

thermocline deveJ.op1ng :from

During smaer stagnation surface tem-

peratures vary' from 15.5 to 1.7.80 C.
August or early September.

~

The:fal1 overturn begins by late

In 1957 free carbon dioxide was found in al1

samples collected aDd ox;ygen vaa present a.t aJ.l. depths.
Bottom types include boulders, rubble, gravel, obsidian sand, elay,
silt and organic matter.

There a.re l.argequantities of boulders on the

5
the east shore; rubble occurs in areas of heavy wave action along the
eastern shoreline of the South and Southeast Arms and other exposed areas,
and obsidian sand is found JIIOstly along the northern shoreline.

loam constitutes

Silty

95 percent of the bottom type of the lake and

general1.y bas approx:iJl:ately 2 percent organic matter.

Silty 108lll is

the common bottom type in JIIOst bay and lagoon areas.
Flora
Submergent and emergent aquatic plants are sparse near Arnica
Creek, Fishing Bridge, the Lake area and along the eastern shoreline.
Aquatic vegetation is abundant at the tip of the Southeast Arm near the
J.k>l.ly Islands, at the mouth of the Upper Yellowstone River, at the tip

ot

~

South Arm, from Flat Mountain Arm to Woll Point, at the eastern

side ot Frank Island, in the southwestern part of West Thumb and in
Jlk)st lagoon and bay areas.
The aquatic plants identified frOm Yellowstone Lake in
Potamogeton Richardsonii,
~.

~.

praelongus,

gramineou8 va. graminifollus,

~

~

pusi1lus,

!:.

1959 include:

Robinsii,

trisulca, Cel'8topby:llum demersum,

NaJas f'lexilis, MYriophyllum exalbescens, Ranuncul.us aquaticus, Fontinalis

!R., Elodea canadensis, Ni tella flexilus, El.eocharis sp., Sag! ttaris
cuneata, Carex

~_,

and Sparganium.!R.

lake and lagoons is ' shown in Table 1.

Known plant distribution in the
In lagoons and bays carex

!R-

and various species of grass constitute the dominant emergent vegetation;
the submerged vegetation includes lIlOst of the plants that occur in the
lake itself.

F1lamentoua algae is present in the lake but is most

abundant in bays, lagoons and other protected areas.

6
Table l.

Aquatic plant distribution in Yellowstone Lake
Area
CIS

~

<

J..f
CI)

>-

CIS

f
<

s

..-I
~

:lt1l
Aquatic plants

s::I

0
0
bO

..-i
p:j

~

CI)

J..f

s::I

CI)

~

~

0

III

~

>-

::1 80
~
J..f

~ j

P. R:I.. chardsonii
P. l!raelongus

X

X

X

X

P. ;pus i llus

X

X

P. Robbinsii
P. ~ramineous .!!!.

X

X

~

III

s::I

CIS
CIS

5
.l4
CJ

f!
~ 0

::1

~

CIS

8

f

<
.l4
CI)

~
~

III

f! ~

0

J..f

as

CJ
r-I

0

f1::;

~

CIS

CIS

~

~

f
< <

1]
II}

H

~

10
H

-5

~ ~

<
s::I

'"

.s:I
~

:;$

0

til

.l4
CI)

IS

0
bO

~

f

0

IS

..-I

~

~

~

::;

r-i
0
til

~

~
~

'"H
X

as

s::I

s::I

8bO

~

~

~

~

't:I

!1::

~ < ~ ~
:9 8
bO
~ ~0 ~ ~
§ g P-t §,
s::I

! J
CIS

~

~

0
0
bO

t

III

III

..-I

CI)

~

~

..-i

'd

~ ~ I:tI'"
J..f

X

I:tI

X

X
X

X

X X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

gram1 nifolius

X

LeDDlS. trisulca

X

X

X

X

X

Ceratophyllum
deme.rsua

X

X

X

X

X

NaJas flexilis

X

X

X

X
X

X

~opbyllUlll

e:xal.beseens

X

X

Ranunculus
aquaticus

X
X

X

X

X

X

Fontinalis .!i..
Elodea canadensis

X

X

X

Nitella tlex1lu8
Eleocbaris

!E.

Sag1 ttaria cuneata
S~rgan1UJ1

X

X
X

X

X

X

.!i..

Hil!E!l'US vulgaris

X
X

•
Note:

Plants and their locations are incOJBpl.ete.
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Anabaena

~.

Stepbanodiscus

and the diatoms Asterionella

~.,

!R., !elosira !R.,

Staurastrum.!R. and Coelastrum.!R. are the most

cOJllllOn phytoplankters (Benson, 1961) _ An .Anabaena pulse was noted in
1959 in the latter part of July and through the first two weeks in
AugustJ at this time the water was clouded by the abundance of these
organisms_
Fauna

Common zooplankters are ConochUus unicornis I Diaptomus schoedleri
(Benson, 1961), gyclop.!i.- and Bosm1na !RBOttom and littoral zone organisms include:

Oligochaeta, Hirudinea,

Sphaeriidae, Gaamarus lacustris, 1!yallela azteca, Hemiptera Odonata,
Ephemerella

~.,

le1ecoptera, Trichoptera, Tabanidae, Tendipes .!i-,

Procladius !R-, Prod.1amesa .!R..' Culicidae, Coleoptera and Hydracarina_
The a.m;phibians found aTe western spotted tramp ~ pretiosa),
boreal toads (~ boreas), western chorus frog (Pseudacris nigrita) and
blotched tiger saJ...a.anders (Ambysto:¥ t1grinum).
Indigenous fishes in Yellowstone Lake are cutthroat trout (Sal.mo
clarki levisi (Girard»
(Garman».

and Longnose dace (Rhinichthys cataractae oceUa

Welch (1952) mentions that landlocked salmon (SalJao salar

(Linnaeus) and rainboW' trout (Salmo ga,irdneri (Richardson»
but these species are not present today_

were planted

The species noW' present are

cutthroat trout, 100800se suckers (Catostomus catostomus (Forster»,
redside shiners (Richardaonius balteatus bjdrophlox (Cope», lake chub
(JJ,ybopsis plumbea (Agassiz»

and longnose dace.

Longnose suckers were

. probably introduced into Yellowstone Lake in 1923 or 1924 (Benson, 1961).
Redside shiners were first observed by U. S.

nab

and Wildlife Service

8
personnel in the lake in 1957j lake chub were first noted by C. J. D.
Brown in

1949.
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METHODS

Collection of Fish
Fish traps
lUring the spring and summer of 1959, and for several previous
years, records were kept ot longnose sucker movements into Arnica,
Pelican, Cub, Clear, Chipmunk and Grouse Creeks by fish traps.

The

traps were origina.lly installed for collecting cutthroat trout eggs and
spawn and have been used for stu4ying cutthroat trout and longnose
suckers.
above.

Fish traps captured all fish ascending the streams noted
Fish traps were used for this stu4y for determining the up-

stream migration patterns of longnose suckers.

All longnose suckers

found in traps were destroyed.
G111 nets
Gill nets used for this study included:

two experimental gill

nets 125 X 6 feet of bar measure meshes 2 1/2 inches, 2 inches,
1 1/2 inches, 1 inch and 3/4 inch in equal proportions J one cotton
gill net 104 X 6 feet with 92 feet of l-inch bar measure mesh and 12
feet of 3/4 inch bar measure mesh; and three minnow gill nets 36 feet

8 inches X 4 feet of 3/8 inch bar measure mesh.

These nets are referred

to in this paper as experimental gill nets, cotton gill nets, and minnow
gill nets, respectively.
The nets were placed at a 45 degree angle to the shore line as
much as possible.

All nets were set between the hours ot 1600 and 1900

10
and were recovered from 0100 to 1000 the following morning.

previous work in Yellowstone

Lak~

it

"W8.S

From

concluded that most fish enter

gill nets at night and that the number of hours nets are set is not

iJI.portant as 10ng as they are left ovem1gltt.
found no fish in ~ sets.)

(Rayson and El.sey (1948)

All overnight gill. net sets are subsequently

considered as equal samples.

Gill nets were set at various depths and

on the bottom.

Seines
.AJ.l. seines 'llreN one-fourth inch bar measure mesh and

varied in length from 25 to 75 feet.

6 feet high but

For each seine haul data were

collected. on 1ooation, fish recovered, habitat types, bottom organisms,
mean depth and. area covered.

Seining data are considered on the basis

of fish caught per 1000 square feet seined.

Seining proved rather in-

effectiTe in recovering large numbers of fish even though a large bag
was al.lowed to devel.op; it was used principal.l.y for relating babi tat vi th

species of fish.
M1nnoy traps

Standard lIinnoY traps

(16 3/4 inches long and 8 3/4 inches

diameter) were set for 48-hour periods.

in

Habitat characteristics such

as bottom type, bank type, depth, distance :from shore and. vater
temperature as well as fauna and. fl.ora present were noted.

They proved

most effective early' in 'the spring in s.bal.low l.e.goons and bay areas.
M:f.nnav traps were of val.ue CDR for qualitative rather than quantltatlTe

infol"JlBtion.

II

Dip nets
SDBll dip nets were used to oollect fry in considering babitat
requirements.
Rotenone
A rotenone containing chemical was used in a small lagoon near
the West Thumb publio boat landing.

An excess of the required amount

(one gallon per 6 acre feet of water) was used to insure a cOJlGllete
kill.

The chemical was applied and mimd by using an outboard motor

boat.

All fish were recovered and measured with the exception of

cutthroat trout fry.

An estimate of the number of cutthroat trout

fry was made by counting the fry in several lO-feet-square S8J1Q?le areas.
Data obtained from poisonlmg were used for comparison with gill net data
previously colleoted in this lagoon and to find actual composition of
fish.

Fauna and Flora
Notes on the abundance and composition of bottom fauna of lagoons
and shallow areas of the lake were taken in connection with minnow

trapping and seining.

lBta collected preT1.ously by U. S. Fish and

Wildlife Service personnel were also used.

Aquatic plants were collected

from various areas of the lake and lagoons and were tentatively identified in the field.

Samples were pressed and their identification was

verified later by Professor Arthur H. Holmgren, Curator of the Intermountain Herbarium, Utah State University.
Stomach AnallSi8
Intestinal tracts were collected from longnose suckers in all
areas of the lake and lagoons.

They were plaoed in cheese cloth and

12
preserved in formalin.

Before examining the contents in the laboratory

later intestinal tracts were placed in water to soak.

A count was made

of all organisms in the anterior fourth of the intestinal tracts by
placing the contents in a petri dish and examining them under binoculars.
Volumetric approJd.mations were mde by counting a large number of
organisms and measuring their volumetric displacement in water.

The

number of organisms to be counted depended on their relative size and
abundance.

Redside shiners were colleoted from the lake and lagoons and

placed in formalin.

Intestinal tracts were examined as with longnose

suckers but entire intestinal traots were examined.
Growth Considerations
Scales were taken from longnose suokers in the field and fram redNo correction was made tor shrinkage

side shiners in the laboratory.

wi th redside shiners' scales after they bad been in formalin.

All scales

were scale sampled anterior to the dorsal fin and just above the lateral
line.

Longnose sucker and redside shiner scales were mounted in glycerin

and water glass on glass slides and examined with a standard microprojector at a magnification of

55 diameters.

The direct proportion

method was used to calculate growth.

Egg Counts
Longnose sucker eggs were estimated by making fifteen counts to
200 and measuring the volumetric displacement of each in water.

The

mean volume per 200 eggs vas used to estimate the number of eggs per
female by considering the volumetric displacement of all eggs.
reds1de shiner eggs were counted.

All

13

LIFE HISTORY OF THE LONGNOSE SUCKER
Few longnose suckers are taken by hook and line in Yellowstone
Lake J most of those caught are discarded as trash fish.

Jordan and

Everman (1934) mentioned that longnose suckers are seldom caught by hook
and line but are usually captured by hoop or trap net or by spears.

They

stated that in the Great Lakes and northward the longnose sucker is a
food fish of considerable value.

Eddy and Surber (1943) stated that

the flesh is firm and well fl.e.vored but bony.

The author found the

flesh quite palatable; it is a well fl.e.vored, light flaky meat, somewhat
oily with small bones.

Simon (1946) noted the economic im:portan6e as

food for man and food. for fur bearing animals.
The longnose sucker is often regarded as a serious

co~etitor

with

various species of more desirable game fish; it has been studied in
this connection in Great Sl.e.ve Lake (Pawson, 1951), Shadow Mountain
Reservoir (Hayes, 1956; Bassett, 1957), Pyramid Lake (Rawson and Elsey,

1948), Banff National Park (Stenton, 1951), Yellowstone Lake (Brown
and Graham, 1953) and in other lakes and streams by numerous investi-

gators.
Age and Growth
The scales from ~OO lougnose suckers (52-525 mm. total length)
were used in calculating the body scale relationship.

The scales were

collected from fish caught in Yellowstone Lake in July and August 1959.
The three assumptions given by Van Oosten (1944) vere followed:

(1) scales

14
retain their identity and number throughout the life of the fish, (2)
annuli are laid down each year at the same time and (3) the growth of
scales is proportional to the growth of the fish.

The mean calculated

total lengths at the end of each year of life agreed relatively close
wi th measured lengths.

Retarded scales were found on

41 longnose suckers.

The term retarded

scale is used to describe a scale that does not form an annulus after
the first year of growth " (Laakso and Cope,

1956). A scale vas assumed

retarded if the number of circuli before the first annulus vas more
than 9

an..d/or

from the foci.

i f the first annuli was found at an excessive distance

Brown and G~

(1953) suggested that longnose suckers

in Yellowstone Lake may go through their first winter without scales;
they d1d not, however, consider retarded scales in computing their body
ecale relationship.
scales were

They found that the smallest Buckers having

38 mm. total length.

The mean calculated total lengths of 100 longnose suckers were

26.2, 73.8, 156.6, 236.4, 308.0, 370.6, 418.6, 475.8, and 504.9 mm.,
respectively, for nine years (Table 2).

Tre calculated total lengths of

both sexes were oonsistently under the average measured lengths untU
age group IX.

Brown and Graham

(1953) found the mean total length of

sucker fingerlings in October to be

30.5 millimeters. As the lake

freezes over in December or January and is frozen until June, one would
not expect much growth during this period.
length was

The mean calculated total

26.2, which is somewhat low but may be partiaJ.ly explained

by the small number of fish in young age groups and partially by
Lee's phenomenon.

Table 2.

Mean calculated total lengths and increments of growth of 100 10ngnose suckers eollected in the
summer of 1959 in Yellowstone Lake
Length at
capture

Number of
specimens

1

2

37.8

--

3

36.4 100.3

III
III

M
F

7
8

30.0
28.7

83.1 172.2
85.8 171.9

191.4
185.5

IV
IV

F

17
13

26.4
22.8

79.2 165.0 243.7
70.8 159.3 233.5

257.4
244.8

7
4

30.2
26.9

91.0 169.7 252.8 316.7
69.4 157.4 244.8 313.4

328.0
330.5

Age

Sex

I
II

M

Avera§e calculated total
2
3
4
5

1e~s

s.t each annulus
7
8

9

52.0
100.3

V
V

M

VI
VI

M
F

7
5

25.0
26.1

71.5 145.8 227.5 295.8 349.2
74.2 163.0 247.1 319.0 378.2

356.3
384.0

VII
VII

M
F

6
7

24.2
22.0

56.2 128.8 205.8 281.8 343.0 380.8
62.4 154.4 245.2 324.4 380.3 414.9

385.5
421.8

VIII

F

8

23.8

53.4 131. 4 224.7 297.4 382.6 438.4 480.1

483.5

IX

F

6

22.7

68.9 144.0 234.8 320.1 389.9 434.5 470.0 504.9

508.6

Mean total lengthS.

26.2

73.8 156.6 236.4 308.0 370.6 418.6 475.8 504.9

Mean annual incrementa

26.2

47.8

F

aSexes combined

83.6

82.7

73.3

64.8

33.8

39.1

34.9
I-'

'V1
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In age groups III and IV males were larger than females; in age

groups V, VI and VII females were larger than males} no males were found
in age groups VIII or IX.

Brown and Gra.bam (1953) found a one-inch differ-

ence between males and females in their fifth, sixth and seventh years;
Rawson (1951) reported no difference between the rate of growth of males
and females but found that females lived longer than males.

In Yellow-

stone Lake male suckers mature faster and die at a younger age than
females; they grow faster during the first four years but are then
passed by feJllUes.

Females live to nine or more years in Yellowstone

Lake; males were not found older than seven years.

Rawson (1951)

mentioned that suckers live to 13 or 14 years in Great Slave Lake.
The mean annual increment of growth in length (Table 2) for the
first nine years, respectively, was 26.2, 47.8, 83.6, 82.7, 73.3, 64.8,

33.8, 39.1 and 34.9 millimeters.

Growth in length increased during

the first three years and then decreased; the one exception in the seventh
year probably resulted from the small sample size.

Between age groups

I and II the increment of growth nearly doubled; during the third year
the largest increment occurred.

The mean condition factor (K) was 1.22.
Reproduction

In Yellowstone Lake the longnose sucker was observed spawning only
in streams.

Other workers found longnose suckers enter streams to

spawn (Hubb and Lagler, 1941; Hayes, 1956), enter streams or may spawn
along wind-swept gravel shoals where the eggs tend to congregate in
shallow water (Rawson and Elsey, 1948).

It is suspected that longnose

suckers have increased in number in recent years in Yellowstone Lake
in spite of destruction of spawning suckers in several important
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tributary streams since the early thirties; thus it was highly desirable
to ascertain whether longnose suckers vere spawning in the lake.

Traut-

man (1957) mentioned that longnose suckers come into water 25 feet deep
in the spring presumably for spawning about the reefs.

All evidence

found in Yellowstone Lake discredited the hypothesis that they may be
spawning in the lake.
Although fish traps on Pelican, Cub, Clear, Grouse, Chipmunk and
Arnica Creeks have substantially reduced the spring spawning populations
in these streams, the introduced longnose sucker has not only continued
to exist but possibly has increased in numbers.

The increase is suggested

from the large numbers found in the lake and not from suckers asoending
streams where fish traps are maintained.

As many as 2000 suckers

occurred in spawning runs in Pelican Creek in the early forties.
Mr. William Dunn, superintendent of the fisheries station in Yellowstone
for several years (as reported by Brown and Graham, 1953) noted that
the first longnose suckers observed were captured in the seining near
Fishing Bridge in 1931 to 1933.

Brown and Gra.ba.m (1953) reported that

by the :mid thirties a few appeared in the spawning runs in Pelican
Creek; by the late thirt:1e s the run had increased from 300 to 400 suckers
per year; in the early forties 1,500 to 2,000 suckers appeared in the
spawning runs.

In 1959 there were 330 suckers in the spawning run in

Pelican Creek.

The number of suckers in Pelican Creek appearing in the

spawning runs since 1947 are included in Table 3.
Some longnose suckers have been reported in all streams where
traps are located but, with the exception of Pelican Creek, the number

ot suckers has been small.

As suckers have been destroyed for many

years in tl:e fish trap in Pelican Creek, the recurrent run must be from
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Table 3.

Number of longnose suckers found in spawning runs in Pelican
Creek from 1947 to 1959

Year

Number of fish

1947

1,863&

1948

1,393&

1950

1,O~

1951

1,:lJ2&

1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959

3:IJ

~ugh counts made bY' spawning crews
bRough counts known to be inaccurate
Note:

IBta from

1947 through 1951 as reported by Brown and Graham (1953).
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a resident stream population.

In 1959 longnose suckers reported in

fish traps ot other streams were:

Arnica Creek, 2; Chipmunk Creek, 18;

Grouse Creek, 10; Cub Creek, 0; and C ear Creek, O.
Many suckers were f'ound in the Upper and Lower Yellowstone R1 vers

where spawning undoubtedly occurs.

Numerous sucker f'r-y were observed

during the latter part of July in quiet pool areas in the Yellowstone
Riber below Fishing Bridge and also at the lOOuth of' the Upper Yellowstone River.

Other streams which my be used to advantage by spawning

suckers include:
Creeks.

Cabin, Solution, West 'l'humb and Little Thumb

(Brown (1948) reported that 00 young suckers were recovered in

a SllBll stream near Arnica Creek by shocking.)

Seining in Pelican

Creek above the weir during the latter part of' July revealed an abundance
of' sucker f'ry.

Before

t~

t rap was removed, large numbers of' adult

suckers were observed coming downstream near the weir; the recru! tment
of' suckers f'rom Pelican Creek materially contributed to sucker numbers
in the lake.
Longnose suckers reach sexual maturity in Yellowstone Lake at age
V f'or males and age VI f'or f'emles.

In age group TV, 12 percent of'

the males were sexually mature; in age group V,

86 percent of' the mles

and 25 percent of' the f'em.les were sexually mture; in age group VI all
males and 80 percent of' the f'emales were sexua.l..ly
VII all f'ish were sexually lI8ture.

DB ture;

in age group

In Shadow lokluntain Reservoir Hayes

(1956) f'ound that the average age of' sexual maturity was three ;years
f'or males and f'our years f'or f'emales.

(1948) f'ound that

In Pyramid Lake Rawson and Elsey

~ percent of' the males and 12 percent of' the f'emales

were se~)aJly mature at f'our years (spawning in their f'if'th summer); at
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five years

65 percent of the males and 20 percent of the temales were

sexually IIBture; at six years all fish were sexuaJ.ly IIBture.
In

1959 longuose suckers spawned in tributaries to Yellowstone Lake

from the first ot June until the third. week in July.

The run commenced

while the cutthroat trout spawning run was still strong; the lat..ter part
of the sucker run occurred after the trout run was over.

In

1959 in

Pelican Creek 85 percent of the longnose sucker run occurred from
June

15 to June 25 when the mean water teJll;perature was 480 F.

Elsey

(1948) reported that spawning occurs

to the first of July; Hayes

Rawson and

in Pyramid Lake from June

10 .

(1956) reported that i t takes place in

Shadow J.buntain Reservoir in April and loBy.

TeJll;perature is undoubtedly

iJll;pOrtant in determining the time of spawning.

Bassett

(1951) stated

that although stream tenq>ere.tures may not be a requisite for spawning
a low temperature may retard. the date of entrance into a stream for
spawning.

Longnost suckers spawn over gravel beds but do not prepare

a redd in Pelican Creek; Hayes

(1956) noted no redd preparation in

tributaries to Shadow Mountain Reservoir.
The number of eggs from four female suckers from
millimeters ranged from

26,921 to 36,268 (Table 4).

391 to 452
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Table

4.

The number of eggs found in four mature longnose Buckers in
P8lican Creek in 1959

Total length in
m1llillleters

Weight in
grams

Number of eggs
found

397

709

26,927

398

794

28,277

423

992

34,615

452

907

36,268

Habitat
Longnose sucker fry were collected in smaJ.1 shallow pools I
usually in association with emergent aquatic plants.

Fry were observed

in large schools during the last of July and the first of August in
shallow pools in Pelican Creek, and the Upper and L:>ver Yellowstone
Rivers; some fry were observed in Pelican lagoon, and lagoons near the
Upper and Lower Yellowstone Rivers.

Observation and efforts with dip

nets and seines in shallow areas of the lake and lagoons failed to
reveaJ. mny fry.

Apparently' most longnose suckers spend their first

sUlIIIIIer in pools of tributary streams before entering the lake.

Bassett

(1957) reported that most 10ngnose sucker fry go to Shadow Mountain
Reservoir from tributary streaJl'lS at a very young age and are found in
large numbers at the mouth of inlets.

In Yellowstone Lake aJ.J. 1ongnose suckers under 201 millimeters
vere found in water 1ess than II J!eet deep.

Most suckers in this size

group were found in lagoons and protected bay areas where aquatic plants
are abundant.
action.

These areas have a si1t bottom with a

min:lmum

of wave
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Adult longnose suckers are found in large concentrations in lagoons
and bays, usually where aquatic plants are abundant.

All were :found

over a silt bottom in less than 51 feet of water trom June to October
in 1957, 1958 and 1959.
Food and Feeding Babi ts
Adult longnose suckers are omniverous; their tood to a large extent appears to be related to its relative abundance.

They use their

suctorial mouths to pick up food from bottom ooze, from submerged aquatic
plants and for feeding in open water; there is little or no mastication.
In Yellowstone Lake suckers are very proficient in separating food

organism.s from bottom ooze, sand and silt.
An analysis of ll2 longnose sucker stomachs, of which 12 were

eq>ty, was made from fish collected from July 13 to August 28, 1959.
The fish ranged in size from 170 to

427

mm. total length.

The fish

were collected from all areas of Yellowstone Lake and its lagoons.
Tendipedidae larvae were most important by occurrence and were present
in 74 percent of the stomachs having food:

Hyalella &Dill Gammarus were next

in importance, followed by Daphnia I Tr1choptera nymphs, Ephemerella
nymphs and Tendipedidae pupae.

followed by 1!yaJ.ella and

By number Daphnia bad the most individuals

~rus,

Tendipedida.e pupae, Cyclops,. Eiheme-

rella nylJij,lhs, and Trlchoptera nymphs.
Hyal!lla and Ge.mi:J8rus, and Tendipedidae larvae were almost equal
by volume, occupying 29.7 percent and 29.5 percent, respectively; following were Daphnia 10.4 percent, Ephemerella nylIG)hs 8.7 percent, filamentous
algae 5.5 percent, Trichoptera nymphs 3.9 percent, Cyclops 3.8 percent
and Tendipedidae pupae 3.6 percent; miscellaneous items made up the
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remaining 4.9 percent.

By volume B'yalel.l.a. and Ge.lJm::1rus, Tendipedidae

larvae and pupae and Daphnia comprised 73.2 percent of the total stomach
contents (Table 5).

Rawson and Elsey (1948) found that amphipids

(Gammarus and HyalelJ.a) comprised 72 percent by volume and tendipedids
19 percent by volume ot the food ot longnose suckers in Pyramid Lake.
Rawson (1951), in Great Slave Lake, found 63 percent of the longnose
suckers' diet by volume to consist of amphipods, 15 percent tendipedids,
II percent

a~atic

insects and 9 percent sphaerids.

northern lakes subsist largely on
amphipods and tendipedids.

animJ

Longuose suckers in

organisms and especiaJ.ly on

This is true in Yellowstone Lake.

ayaleJ.la and Gammarus are considered together but, from several
samples identified more precisely, Gammarus was found to constitute over

90 percent of the amphipods.

The tendipedids consisted mostly of Tendipes

but also included Prodiamesa and Procladius.

Foreign material, including

several shiny pieces of glass, sand particles and silt, was observed
but not included.
That longnose suckers feed largely on one organism at one time was
apparent by the division of organisms in the intestinal tract.

Seven of

the 100 stcmBchs contained only one organism, 23 contained two organisms
and the reJlBind.er contained three or more organisms; one st0D8ch contained

eight different species of animals, another contained 68 percent by volume
of f1l.amentous algae, which constituted the bulk of filamentous algae for
all stOllBchs.

The food babi ts of suckers vere not found to vary

significantly among fish from 170 to 427 miJ.1imeters.
Brown and Graham (1953) studied the food habits of 10ngnose
suckers in Pelican Creek from August 20 to September 7, 1951.
four stomachs of fish from 91 to 21.3

111m.

Twenty-

led by volume 35 percent algae,

Table

5.

Swmaer food of 112 longnose suckers in Yellowstone Lake in
1959 expressed by occurrence, number and vo11lJ11ea
Percentage
occurrenceb

Food item

Number

32,968

Percentage
volume

I8phnia
BOmaina

54
4

CyCl°fla

8
60

1,96410,676
21,146

6
1
2

228
4
8

19
1

2,056

11

104

28

1,?72

1

8

3.9
Tr.

74
18
1
4
3

19,957
576
4
24

29.5
3.6
Tr.
.2

1

4

3

52

Tr.
Tr.
Tr.

~e
and Gammarus
Udenti:Ued Crustacea
HelIiptera
Odonata (nymph.)
Ephemerelia

ijiiiph
Adult
Plecoptera (nymph)
Trichoptera
Nymph

Adult
Tendipedidae
Larva
Pupa

Unidentified Diptera
Coleoptem
Unidentified Insecta
Iiydracarina
Pisidium
Unidentified animal
Filamentous algae
Higher aquatic plants

8

1

qo

8

10.4
1.2
3.8
29.7
1.1
Tr.
.1
8.7
Tr.
.8

.4

14

5,~

7

.2

aStomaehs were collected from July 13 to August 28, 1959; fish
ranged in size from 170 to 427 millimeters total length. There were 112
stomachs emmined of which l.OO contained food.
bpercentage occurrence of the 100 stomachs having food and not considering the empty stoDBchs
cInc1udes :

Tendipes, Proc1adius and Prodiamesa

25
21 peroent debris, 19 percent Ephemeroptera, 9 percent Coleoptera,
9 percent Trichoptera, 7 percent Diptera and a trace of higher plants.
They examined 50 stODBchs of fish between 310 and 495

Jl1IL

between July 1

and JulJr :P, 1951, and 1952; of these only 2J. contained food.

Analysis

showed these fish vere eating by volume 48 percent Ephemeroptera, 17
percent unidentified organisms and debris, 12 percent algae I 11 percent
Trichoptera J 7 percent Diptera, 5 percent Coleoptera and a trace of
higher plants.
ones.

Small fish were eating considerably more algae than large

Brown and Graham (1953) found a higher incidence of a1ga.e in

longnoee suckers in tributary streams in 1952 and 1953 than was found
in Yellowstone Lake in 1959 j 12 percent by volume of algae was found
by Brown and Graham in a.dult longnose suckers in Pelican Creek; in
Yellowstone Lake in 1959, 8.7 percent by volume was found in Buckers
and much of this was found in one fish.

In Yellowstone lAke Hyalella

and Ge.mmarus, Tendipedidae larvae and I6phnia constitute most of the
diet, whereas in Pelican Creek aquatic insects and plants constitute
most of the diet.
Seasonal dirferences would be

e~cted

but were not found in the

short tiM 1m. stOJllach analysis covered in 1959 J the analysis _de by
Brown and Gra.ham (noted above) show differences when compared with

data taken later in the season in the lake which may be attributed to
fish size and habitat.

Rawson and Elsey (1948) concluded that there

vere no seasonal differences between )fay and September in Pyi-e.m1d Lake J
Rawson (1951) found no Significant seasonal di:f':f'erences in food habits
of suckers in Great Slave Lake.

Hayes (1956) found, in Shadow Mountain

Reservoir, that EntolllOstraca (mostly Daphnia) DBde up 57 percent ot the
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diet of longnose Buckers, vascular plants 7.4 percent and algae 6.5
percent during the summer months; Bassett (1957) found the winter diet
in the same reservoir to consist of

67 percent filamentous algae by volume

and 10 percent vascular plants.

The differences in the food habits of longnose suckers taken in
the lagoons and the open lake is shown in Table 6.

Longnoae suckers

in Yellowstone Lake consumed more amphipids, tend1pedid pupae and
Da.phnia than suckers in the lagoons.

Cyclops J most aquatic insects,

filamentous algae, Arachnida and Pisidium were more abundant in stol!8chs
coming from fish in lagoons.

The differences noted confirm the omniver-

ous habits of longnose suckers and the importance of the availability
of organisms as to the degree they are utilized as food by suckers.

Table

6. A comparison of the food eaten by 47 l0ngn0se suckers

in

Yellowstone Lake with 53 longnose suckers in the lagoons of
the lake as adapted from uta used in Tabl.e 5, expressed by
number and percentage by vol.WIIe of the entire food on an
area basis
Lagoons

O;pen lake

Food item

Daphnia
BoSJD.ina

CZel.opa
lIyal.ell.a and Gama.rus
Unidentified Crustacea
lIemiptera
Odonata (nymph)
!Ehemerella.
Nymph

Adult
Plecoptera (nymph)
Triehoptera
Nymph

Number of
organisms
22,584
1,868
10,672
14,623
4

It-

Per~elltage

vol.ume
12.6
2.0
6.6
36.2
.~
Tr.
.1

Pupa
Unidentified Diptera
Coleoptera
Unidentified Insecta
Arachnida
Pisidium
Unidentified &Dime 1
Filamentous algae
lIigher aquatic pl.ants

Percentage
volume

1.0,381196
4
6,523
228

7.6
.1
Tr.
21.4
2.0

4

.2

560
8
28

5.5
Tr.
.5

1,496

li.l

76

.5

417

2.3

855
8

6.2
Tr.

8,678
372

22.6
4.1

18

.2
Tr.

li,279
204
4
4

38.8
3.0
Tr.
Tr.
.8
.2
Tr.

Adult
Tendipedidae
Larva

Number of
org&tl1 SDlS

8

32
4

8

Tr.
.9
Tr.

~cludes DIBJlY' eggs of ero.staceans.
bIncludes 1.3 percent by volume of seeds.

52

11.6
1.8b

LIFE HISTORY OF THE REDSIlE SHIlER
The redside shiner has been present in Yellowstone in the Snake
R1 ver drainage for many years j it was first collected in Yellowstone Lake
in 1957 but it may have been present for several years.
are iDWortant as forage fish in many areas.

Redside shiners

In other areas, where they

have been introduced as forage fish, they have competed with other
species.

The importance and interactions of reds ide shiners with other

species of fish in Yellowstone Lake will be discussed in later sections.
Age and Growth
Red.side shiners ranging in total length from 44 to 105 mm. were
used in computing the body scale relation.

The fish were collected from

Yellowstone Lake and its lagoons from June 19, 1959, to September 4,

1959.

From examination there was no apparent size d1t'ference between

sexes so sexes were combined for considering the mean total length at
the end of each year of life and annual increments of growth.
The mean calculated total lengths of 100 redside shiners were

47.3, 67.3 and 91.2, respectively, for three years of life.

The mean

annual increments of growth were 47.3, 24.0 and 21.8, respectively
(Table 7) j redside shiners acquire most of their growth in length the
first year.

The age groups

o·and I can be aged on length alone pro-

vided that age group I are aged at the beginning of the growing season
during their second summer.

The mean condition factor (K) was 1.23.

29
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Table

The mean caJ.cu.lated total lengths 8Dd increments of growth
of 100 redside shiners collected in Yellowstone Lake in

1959
Average eaJ.culated total
length at each annulus
2
1
~

Humber of
~e

s~c1.mens

Sex

Length at

caiture

16.2
76.2

54.9
54.9

I
I

M

20

F

15

II
II

M

36
23

41.8

F

44.1.1

64.6
11.0

III
III

M
F

3
3

49.3
48.5

69.5
69.3

91.1
91.4

41.3

67.3

91.2

47.3

24.0

21..8

19.3
88.8

101.0
99.3

Mean total length

(sexes combined)
Mean annual increment

(sexes combined)

Reproduction
In

1959

redside shiners spawned from the middle of June through

the first week in July in Yellowstone Lake lagoons and tributary
streams.

Simon

(1946)

stated that in Jackson Hole they spawn during

late June and early July.

'Weisel and Newman

(1951)

reported they

were spavning in a slough near Bearmouth, !ok>ntana, from April 8 to
June

11

in

1950 1

but that they were spawning from May

in Postcreek near Flathead Lake, Montana.

20

The time of

different areas is evidently dependent on water

to June 30

~wn1ng

te~rature.

in

In

Yellowstone reds ide shiners were spawning in water that varied from

440

to

500 F.

in

1959.

In Yellowstone Lake redside shiners reach sexual maturity at age

group II when they vary from

10

to 100 mm. total length.

They enter

lagoons and streams in large numbers during the first of June; during
June most shiners are found in these areas; few are found in the open
lake.
Redside shiners spawn in lagoons over submerged vegetation and
undoubtedly in strea.ms as young fry are found in these areas.

Some

shiner eggs vere found adhering to aquatic vegetation in Pelican Lagoon
in water 18 inches deep.

'Weisel and Newman (1951) reported reds ide

shiners spawn in sloughs fed by warm springs and in streams j they
noted them entering riffles and spring holes to spawn.

They further

noted that fev eggs were deposited at one time and that several males
apparently attended each female.

On July 28, 1959, redside shiner fry averaging 13 lI11llimeters were
found up to two lI11les above the lake in Pelican Creek, which indicated
that fish had ascended the stream to spawn or that there was a resident
population in Pelican Creek.

As fish, apparently moving upstream, were

observed near the trap on several occaSions, it is probable that tributary streams are 1m;portant for reds ide shiner spawning.
The eggs from two ripe females were counted:

the first female,

88 mm. long, had 767 mature eggs; the second female, 92 mm. long, had
832 mature eggs.

Weisel and Newman (1951) found the number of eggs per

fish to vary from 829 in a specimen 80 mm. to 3,602 in a specimen
104 mm. total length.
Redside shiners do not construct a nest; they broadcast demersal
eggs that adhere to aquatic vegetation or rocks.

Weisel and Newman

(1951) reported redside shiner eggs hatch in three to seven days under
laboratory temperatures of 21

0

to 230 C. remaining as prolarvae for

eight days J during the post larvae stage 1 lasting about 46 days, they are
active swimmers and take food.

Habitat
Redside shiners were tirstnoted on May 26, 1959, in Yellowstone
Lake near the U. 8. National Park Service boat landing before the ice
bad completely left the lake.

Through June and the first two weeks in

July most reds ide shiners are found in lagoons and protected bay areas
where teIJ;)8ratures are higher than in the open lake.

From the latter

part of JUly to early September fish are found in the littoral zone of
the lake as well as in lagoons and bays.
Most redside shiners are found in areas protected from heavy
wave action over a silt bottom.

In the SUDIDIer of 1959 all fish were

found in the littoral zone in water less than II feet deep.
Although nets were set at varicus depths no nets were set on the
surface in deep water areas in 1959.

(In 1960 some nets were set near

the surface in the limnotic zone; no redside shiners were taken in this
area. )1
In general, redside shiners are found in areas where vascular
aquatic plants are abundant (Table 1).

Insects, crustaceans, amphibians

and other organisms present in redside shiner habitat include those

discussed in the limnology section; these organisms are gener.ally
abundant in areas where the' largest fish concentrations occur.

The

most abundant organisms are Gamrus, Tendipedidae and other lower
dipterans, Trlohoptera, Odonate., Hydracarina, Hemiptera and

~

tadpoles.

The greatest concentrations of redside Shiners at all times during
the sUJlllDer ocour in lagoons and bays with some exceptions.

The area

.between the U. S. National Park Service boat docks often has large
lConversation with Dr. Benson

32 concentrations of reds ide shiners.

Seine hauls were made and gill

nets were set in this area when large numbers of reds ide shiners were
observedJ this procedure was highly selective and the data cannot be
considered qualitatively with other data from the lake and lagoons.

Fish

congregate in this area,. especially during heavy wave action on the lake;
it is significant that they prefer the protection of the docks in preference to unprotected areas in the lake.

A noticeable exception to pref-

erence of protected areas was found in Mary Bay where several reds ide
shiners occurj Mary Bay is located in the northeastern area of the lake
and receives the heaviest wave actioZl ot
anywhere on the lake.
I
in this area failed to recover fish when wave action

Seining

wa. moderate but an

overnight gill net set when the lake was rough caught several fish.

As

the lake is usually calm at night it is probable that the fish moved
into this a.rea. when the water was calm.
Young redside shiners were found in shallow water in association
with emergent aquatic plants in Pelican Creek, Pelican Creek Lagoon
and in some of the other lagoons.

As fewer fry were found in lagoons

than in Pelican Creek, it appears that most spawning is done in tributary
streams.
No redside shiners were found near the hot spring and geyser
area at West Thumb, but several were found near an underwater hot
spring at Ppmice Point.

A gill net set directly over the hot spring

caught several redside shiners and some cutthroat trout; one shiner
was caught directly above the warm spring in 760 F. water.
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Food and Feeding Habits
A food habit study was made from 117 redside shiner stomachs
al.though 17 were empty.

The stomachs were collected from June 19 to

September 4, 1959, from Yellowstone Lake and its lagoons.
ranged from 44 to 105

IDDl.

The fish

total. length.

Redside shiners are almost entirely caroi vorous, only a trace of
plant material. was tound.

They seem to feed largely at or near the

'surface but also obtain their food from the surface of submerged
aquatic plants; they feed very little on the bottom.

Redside shiners

were observed. ta.k1ng their food with a fast darting motion which often
broke the surface.

From stomach analysis it is apparent that redside

shiners masticate their food before swallowing.
AnalySis of redside shiner stomachs revealed 60.7 percent by
volume of their diet consisted of Tend1pedidae adults.

.

tendipedids in

~ortance

animal material,

6.5

by volume were

Following

9.3 percent unidentified

percent pntdentified insects,

5.5

percent ~ella

and Ge.mma.rus, 4.8 percent Tendipedidae larvae, 2.4 percent Bosmina and

10.8 percent miscellaneous (Table 8).

Tendipedidae adults were most

important by number with 2,327 1ndividuals) Hyalella and Gammaru.s
followed with 421, then 420 Bosmina, 348 Tendipedidae larvae, 319
Daphnia and 57 Corix1.dae.

By occurrence Tendiped1dae adults were found

in 59 percent of the stomachs, ~el1a and Ge.mmarus in 24 percent and
Daphnia in
Simon

16 percent.
(1953) mentioned that redslde shiners feed mostly on insect

larvae and crustaceans with smll amounts of plant debris J Carl and '
Clemens (1948) found they are prlmarily 1nsectivorus.

Weisel and

Tab1.e 8.

SUlIIIIIer food of 1.00 redside shiners between 44 and 1.05
total. 1.ength in Yellovstone Lake in 1.959,
expressed by percentage occurrence, number of organi
and percentage o~ the entire stomch contents by vo1.ume

111111 Eters

a

percentage
occurrenceb

Food item
Daphnia
Bo

na

!;ya.leu& and GallD8rus
Unidenti~ied Cruataceab
Co rrixidae
Gerridae
Terrestrial. Hemiptera
Odonata (Il3'1IPh)
Trichoptera
Nymph

Mult
Tendiped1dae c
Larva
Pupa

Adul.t
Tipul.idae (larva)
UnidentUied. D1ptera
Co1.eoptera
Unident1:fied Insecta
Bydracarina
Unidentified an1.mal.
Higher aquatic plants

Nuaber o~
orpnia.s

Percentage
vo1.ume
.9
2.4
5.5
.2
1..9
.1.
.6
1..3

319
420

1.6
1
24
3
6
1
1.
1.

42l.
33
51
4
2
4

2
5

34-

9

.3
1..2

1.2

348

4.8
1..6

2
59
2
6
1.

27

2,327
5
34
1.

W.7

8
9
9
2

23

1..3
1..3
Tr.
6.5
Tr.
9.3
Tr.

8o.rhere were 1.1.1 stomachs emm1ned, 1.1 were empty and are not considered in percentage occurrence. Redside shiner stomachs were collected.
:troD June 1.9, 1.959, to September 4, 1.959.
bIncl.udes crustacean eggs.
clncl.udes:
Note:

Tendipes, Procl.ad1us and Prodiamesa.

Tnlce (Tr.) is 1.ess than. one-tenth of one percent by vo1.ume.
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HeWED. (1951) found that shiners vere ea.ting molluscs and algae, water
beetl.es, ga,mmarids, adult dipterans and dragonf'ly ny.m;phs,; during the
spawning season some fish were found with eyed eggs of their own species.
Larkin and Smith (1953) noted predation of redside shiners on kalIlloop
trout; Simon (19lK»
released fry.

noted that redside shiners vere preying upon newly

No evidence was found in Yellowstone Lake to indicate that

reds ide shiners are piscivorous.
The redSide shiner food habits were also considered in the lake

and in its lagoons sepuately (Table 9).
important in both areas:

Tendipedidae vere lIlOst

in the lake they constituted

84.7 percent by

volume of the diet, whereas in the lagoons they nade up only 50.7 percent
by volume.

Tendipedidae larvae and !aphn1a were more important by vol.ume

in the lake than on the l.agoons,; Tendipedidae pupa, Bosmina, Hyalella

and GaDaaarus, wdd.ent1f'ied anilzl.s and unidentified insects were more
important in the lagoons.

The diet of the redside shiners in lagoons is

considerably lIlOre diverse than in the open lake j the various miscellaneous
organisms, especially insects, are notably more ilIportant in lagoons.
Redside shiners , although consu.ming various organisms, are somewhat
selective in their diet.

Of the

100 stomachs containing food, 51 had

eaten only one organiSlll, 34 had eaten two organisms, while only 15 had
eaten three or more organisms.

No difference vas noted in food habits

of fish trom 44 to 105 mm. total length,; the food. eaten did not change
significantly between June 19 and September 4 in 1959.

Table

9.

A comparison of the sUJlllaer food of 49 redside shiners in
Yellowstone Lake vi th 51 redside shiners in Yellowstone Lake
lagoons as adapted from data used. in Tab~e 8 expressed by
number of organisms and percentage by vol.ume of the entire
stamaeh oontents by areaa
Open lake

iWliber of
organisms

Food. item

Percentage
volume

Daphnia
130saina

282

1.5

Hyalella and Ge.mlBrus
Unidentified Crustaceaa
Corixidae
Gerridae
Terrestrial Hemiptera
Odonata (nymph)
Trichoptera

141

3.3

LaIlOOllB
Number of
Percentage
organisms
vol.uDe

Nymph

Adult
Tendipedidaeb
Larva
Pupa.
Adult
Tipulldae (larva)
Unidentified Diptera
Coleoptera
Unidentified Insecta
Hydra oa rina
Unidentified animal
Higher aquatic plants

98

6.2

1,676

78.5

19

37
420
280
33
57
4
2
4

.2
5.3
8.2
.4
4.4
.3

9
34

.6
2.8

250
27
651
5
34
1

3.1
3.5
38.3
2.9
2.9

2.3
Tr.

8.1

3

~.5

2.9

'l'r.

11.8
Tr.

10.8
Tr.

aIncludes crustacean eggs.
bIneludes:
Note:

Tendipes, Procladius and P:rodiamesa.

Trace (Tr.) is less than one-tenth of one percent by volume.

INTERRELATIONS BETWEEN SPECIES

COlIp!tit:Lon
Darwin (1859) defines competition a8 the demand of more than one
organism at the same time for the same resources of the environment in
excess of immediate supply.

Solomon (1949) added to Darwin's definition:

direct active struggle and the occupation or consumption by an earlier
arrival of something in limited supply.
"together seek."

"Compete" literally means

Competition in this paper will be restricted to mean

the deand of more than one organism for the same resource.

Predation

will be restricted to mean the destruction by consumation of one
organism by another.
Competition with fish is largely for food, space and spawning
si tea.

Fish are unlike most other animals as they have a variable

growth rate and an extremely high reproductive potential which enables
thea to tide over certain periods of competition.

Fish are subject to

stunting which is most often associated with interspecific competition;
a reduction in number of a stunted population results in an increase in
size in those remaining.

Competition for space often exists because

there is .ocial intolerance between species but may also be caused by
psychological factors which may only be surmised.
Three factors that limit population increase of an organiam are:
the organism itself in its adaptation to an enVironment, the physical
environ.ent, and the biological environment.

The physical environment

may reduce competition by c&usUc an increase of food or other resources

tast enough to compensate for a rapid population increase, or it may
atrect the ca.petitors directl7 through adverse oonditions aDd thus re8ult in a SIBll ratio of population to resources available.
ism in the biological enviroDaent

~

organ-

h

reduce coupetltlon by increasing

rapidly, it -.y inh1bit growth or developJlent, or it _1' cause JIOrtall tyo

One specie.

~

act as a butter for another speciesJ or it may alter

the babitat ot another species.
Distri-.tion and Spatial Interrelations
The interrelations of distribution and the amount of space are
important factors in competition aaong species.

The growth rate ot a

species and the ability of several species to live together is determined by territorial behaVior, aggressive behavior, 80cial dOlll1nance,
and other factors.

A social order of dominance is known to exist in

lakes as well as streamso

Moore (1941) tound that in hatcheries an

excess amount of food does not

necessar~

result in increased con-

sumption or growthj he concluded that space was important in this
connection.
Competition for space involves individual struggle against
aggressive behavior as ,w ell as struggle for environmental resources.
Al though any species _y tind sui table environments in the same
general area they _y exist with varying degrees of success.

The

s)l&tial distribution of flsh in a lake appears to be rather 8i1Q?l.e as
fish are seldom confined to a particular zone.

At certain stages ot

development in their lite cycle, however, they _1' favor certain habitats
. more than others.

The diversity of a fresh water enviroJ:llll8nt as to the

currents, bottom types, aquatic plants present, wave action and food
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organisms present are important factors in considering distribution of
a particular species J also, the period of time a particular species bas
been present in a given body of water.

Organisms given suffioient time

and opportunity tend to inhabit all areas with conditions cOll;p&tible
with their existence.

When a particular species is introduoed into a

body' of water, as the longnose sucker, redside shiner and lake chub
have been introduced into Yellowstone Lake, the species would be
expected to inhabit the most suitable areas first.

The longnose sucker,

redside shiner and the lake chub have been present in Yellowstone Lake
for relatively short periods of timeJ their present distribution does
not include all areas where these species find preferences.

Although

they have inoreased their range, i t is apparent that serious cOJlU)etition
has not foroed them into other areas of the lake.

In the tuture they

may be expected to move into other areas of preferable habitat first
and then into areas of marginal habitat.
Fish in Yellowstone Lake tend to be littoral or limnetic either
as a group or at some particular stage of development in their life
cycle.

The distributional patterns will be considered from gill net,

seine, minnow trap and observational data.
Horizontal distribution
The general distribution of fish in Yellowstone Lake is given in
Figure 3.

Cutthroat trout are in all areas of the lake and its lagoons.

Their greatest concentrations, as interred from gill net catches on a
per net basis, ocours in the eoutheast Arm, especiaJ.ly near the M'Jlly
Islands, in the mouth of the South Arm near Frank Island and Wolt
Point, near the DIOuth of Pelican Creek, in a sDBll lagoon near the

Figure 3.

Map of Yellowstone Lake shoving the distribution of
cutthroat trout, longnose suckers, redside shiners,
lake chub and longnose dace as determined from gill
net, seine and minnow trap data
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West ThUlllb Boat Land:! ng, in Arnica Lagoon and in Bridge l3a;r East Lagoon.
On a per net basis the greatest number of fish caught were in Arnica

Lagoon (Tables 11 and 13).
Longnose suckers , although distributed around the entire lake, are
congregated in certain localized areas.

From a limited amount of tagging

by Brown and Grah&m (1953), they concluded loncnolJe Buckers have a restricted rangej most

~g8

were recovered from longnose suckers in the

same general area where they vere tagged.

In July and August,

1959,

large numbers of longnose suckers were found in allIIost all lagoons
sampled (Table 11).

The greatest concentrations of longnose suckers,

as inferred from experimental gill net data, in lagoons are in Arnica
Lagoon, South Arm Lagoon and Breeze Point Lagoon.

In the lake itself'

the largest densities are near Beaver Dam and Trail Creeks in the
South East Arm and in Mary BaYJ other areas where soy longnose suckers
are found include:

the Fishing Bridge and Pelican Creek area, near

Arnica Creek,and the Lake Station area (Table 10).
The largest number of both cutthroat trout and longnose suckers
caught in experimental gill nets on a per net basis was in lagoons.
The areas where both species are found in heavy concentrations include:
Mary Bay, Chipmunk Creek Lagoon, Little Thumb Creek Lagoon, Arnica

Lagoon and Bridge Bay East Lagoon.
Juvenile longnose suckers are much more dependent on lagoon areas
than Juvenile cutthroat trout.

Lagoons are used more by adult cutthroat

trout than those in the intermediate group.

In the lake

43.6 percent

of the cutthroat trout found were under 3)0 millimeters, whereas in
the lagoons 23.5 percent of the cutthroat trout found were under 3)0

DIll.

Table 10.

Number of fish caught by area on a per net basis in Yellowstone Lake in 1957, 1958 and 1959 in experimental gill nets
No. nets
set

No. suckers
per net

No. trout
per net

Pelican Creek area

2

1.00

17.50

Mary's Bay

2

10.00

13.00

Clear Creek area

9

1.33

3.78

Mouth South East Arm

2

12.50

Center South East

A~

4

12.00

Beaver Dam Creek area

1

12.00

3.00

Trail Creek area

7

5.00

9.00

)lk)lly Island area

1

Location

South Arm

29

Frank Island area

3

Wolf Point

2

Flat Mountain

18.00
.14

10.03
15.33

.50

16.50

1

1.00

Solution Creek area

2

11.50

Arnica Creek area

7

2.00

6.29

17

2.53

9.29

Fishing Bridge area

5

2.20

9.00

Stevenson Island area

3

.33

8.33

A~

United States National Park
Service boat dock
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Table 11.

Number of fish caught by area on a per net basis in Yellowstone Lake lagoons in 1959 in experimental gill nets

Location

No. nets
set

No. suckers
per net

No. trout
per net

Pelican Lagoon

1

Chipmunk Creek Lagoon

,1

10.00

9.0

South Arm Lagoon

1

39.0

8.0

a
Wolf Point Lagoon

1

Breeze Point Lagoon

1

27.0

2.0

West Thumb Creek Lagoon

1

4.0

12.0

Little Thumb Creek Lagoon

1

21.0

20.0

Arnica Lagoon

1

42.0

25.0

Bridge Bay West Lagoon

1

18.0

8.0

Bridge Bay East Lagoon

3

Stevenson Island Lagoon

2

a

9.33
15.5

Lagoon completely closed otf from the lake by wave action

15.0
1.,

41.6 percent of the longnose suckers found were under 3>0 mm.,

In the lake

whereas in the lagoons 70.1 percent of the longnose suckers found were

3)0

under

JIll.

(as found with tepxer1mental gill nets that effectively

caught fish above
were

150 m..).

CoDr,par1ng both species in the lake there

43.6 percent cutthroat trout and 41.6 percent longnose suckers

under 3)0

lIIIl.

of all fish of each species caught in the lake.

species caught in lagoons under 3)0
the trout and
(Table

DUll.

are compared,

I f both

23.5 percent of

70.1 percent of the suckers were found in this habitat

12).

Table 12.

Percentage distribution of longnose suckers and cutthroat
trout in Yellowstone Lake and its lagoons by size groups
from experimental gill net data collected in 1957, 1958
and 1959 expressed on a per net basis

Size groups
in
millimeters

Percentage in each size group
bl s~ecies and area
Cutthroat trout
Longnose sucker
Lake
Lagoons
Lake
Lagoons

101-150

.7

.5

151-200

11.7

9.9

4.9

15.2

201-250

14.7

6.3

23.9

34.5

251-300

17.2

6.6

12.8

19.9

3)1-350

28.5

18.4

14.8

10.1

351-m

23.4

39.9

23.6

14.5

l401-45O

3.9

17.2

15.5

4.8

451-500

.6

1.0

4.5

.5

Cutthroat trout in the

50-150 mm. range are distributed in

all

areas of the lake and lagoons as revealed by gill net, seine and minnow
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trap data.

They were not heavily concentrated in any area sampled.

Seining and observation during the first part of June in 1959 revealed
many young trout in lagoons in the South Arm.

Young trout are found

in the littoral zone of the lake under many habitat conditions and are
not as confined to a particular habitat type as other species of fish
in Yellowstone Lake.
Longnose suckers in the 50-150 mm. range were found in greatest
concentrations in minnow gill nets in the West Thumb Boat Landing
Lagoon, Trail Creek Lagoon, Rotenone Lagoon, Arnica Lagoon, Breeze
Point Lagoon and Yellowstone River Lagoon (Table 13).
by seining only in lower Pelican Creek (Table 15).

They vere taken

Minnow traps captured

them most frequently in Pelican Creekj but also near the U. S. National
Park Service Boat Dock, Arnica Creek Lagoon, Little Thumb Creek Lagoon
and Peli can Creek Lagoon (Table 16).
The general distribution of reds ide shiners, lake chub and longnose dace is given in Figure 3.

The distribution of these species

corresponds ol.osely to areas near the Yellowstone Highway and includes
the northern part of Yellowstone Lake and most of the West Thumb area.
Of these three species only one lake chub was found across the
this was in Breeze Point Lagoon.

lake~

Few longnose dace are found in the

lake itselfj they are mostly restricted to lagoons and tributary streams.
Longnose dace are most numerous in the Yellowstone River Lagoon near
Fishing Bridge, near the National Park Service boat dlock, in the lagoon
that was rotenoned, Bridge Bay and Pelican Creek Lagoons.

Lake chub

are abundant in West Thumb Creek Lagoon, Arnica Lagoon, Bridge Bay East
Lagoon, South West Thumb Lagoon, Pelican Lagoon and near Gull Point in

the lake (as inferred from. gill net, seine and m:1nnow trap data)
(Tab1es

13, 14, 15 and 16).

Redside shiners, although found in lIWlY areas of the northero 18rt

of the lake, are in largest concentrations in the Pe.l.ican Creek, Bridge
Bay and Welt Thumb areas and their lagoons, and in the Lake Station area.
The largest concentrations round by mumow gill nets (considered on a per

net basis) were in the area between docks of the U. S. National. Park
Service boat dock at Lake Station, the RotenoBe Lagoon, Pelican Lagoon,

Bridge Bay and Mary Bay (Tab1es 13 and 14).

By seining (considering

results on a 1,000 square foot basis) the largest numbers were caught in
Pelican Creek Lagoon, Little Thumb Creek Lagoon, lover Pelican Creek

and Bridge Bay West Lagoon (Table

15).

In minnow traps (considering

data on a per day basis) the largest number o~ reds ide shiners were
caught in Pelican Creek Lagoon (Table 16).
The fry of cut throa t trout, longnose suckers, redside shiners,
l.ake chub and longnose dace are all found in much the same habitat,

distributed in the same areas as Juveniles and. adults.

With the ex-

ception of lake chub fry, the fry of all species are congregated in

largest nWllbers in sh.aJ.J..ov pools of tributary stft&aS.

:rm

the lake and

lagoons try were observed in shallow areas usually in association with
emergent aquatic plants.

The fry

o~

suckers, shiners, chab aDd dace

were observed only in lagoons and protected areas of the lake; trout
fry; although found in great numbers in these areas, are not as de-

pendent upon them as other species.

Trout fry are found in the open

lake in shallOW' water under all. habitat conditions) however, the

largest concentrations are in areas that fry of other species depend on.
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Table 13.

NUlIber .of fish caught by area, expressed .on a per net baSiS,
in Yellcwstone Lake 1agocns from August 5 to September 5,
1959, in 32 minnow gill netsa

Locaticn
Pelican Creek
Lagoon
Beaver Dam Creek
Lagoon
Trail Creek
Lagocn
Wc1f Point Lagoonb
Breeze Pcint
Lagoon
South West Thumb
Lagocn
West Thumb Creek
Lagoon
West Thumb Dock
Lagoon
West Thumb Boat
Landing Lagoon
Roetnone Lagoon
Arnica Lagoon
Gull Point Lagoonb
Bridge Bay West
Lagoon
Bridge Bay Center
Lagoon
Bridge Bay East
Lagoon
Yellowstone River
Lagoon

Nc.
nets
set

Bo. fish caught i!r net
Cutthroat Longnose Redside Lake
trout
suckers
shiners ahubs

2

.50

17.00

.50

Longnose
dace

1
2
1

6.00

2.50

2

·50

1.50

.50

.50

1

10.00

1.00

1.00

2.00

1

16.00

2

1.00

1
4
6
2

.75
.33

3.00
2.25
1.83

1

19.00
1.50

1.00
1.25
15.67

2.75
.17

31.00

1
13.00

3
2

1.50

~6t fish were between 50 and 150 millimeters.

~goons closed off from the lake by wave acticn

6.70
7.00

Table 14.

Number of fiBh caught by area, expressed on a per net basis,
in Yellowstone Lake from August 4 to September 6, 1959, in
41 overnight minnow gill net sets

Location

No.
nets
set

Stom Point
Mary's Bay
Trail Creek Bay
Molly Island area
Promontor,y Point
Peale Island area
Fla t Mountain Am
West Thumb Creek
area
Little Thumb Creek
area
Arnica Creek area
Pumice Point
Sand Point
Gull Point
Bridge Bay
Between landings of
United States
National Park
se:,1ce boat
dock
United States National
Park Service boat
dock area

No. fish caught i!r net
CUtthroat Longnose Reds1de Lake Longnose
suckers
shiners chubs
dace
trou.t

1
5

3

2
1

4.60
4.00
1.50

2

8.00
·50
3.50

2

.50

2
2

.50

1

1.00

2

2
2
2

11.00

3

2.33

1

2.00

3.50

1.67

.50

.50

1.50

9.00

.50

.33

2.50
15.50

2.00

115.00

.33

10.00

Stevenson Island area 2

~st fish caught were between 50 and 100 millimeters total length.
bF1sh vere observed in this area in large numbers before gill nets
were set; this data should not be considered on an equal basis with other
minnow gill net data.
Note: Nets set below 15 feet are nat considered in this data as no fish
were taken in this ' size group below this depth.
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Table 15.

Location

Number of fish caught per 1,000 square feet seined in
Yellowstone Lake and tributaries in June, July and
August 1959
Area seined
in 1,000'8 of
No. of fiah ~r 100 sg,uare feet
square feet
Date Trout Suckers Shiners Chub Dace

Peale Island
area
South Arm Lagoon
Grouse Creek Bay
Chipmunk Creek Bay
South Arm area
Lower Pelican Creek

15.10
11.35
22.50
22.50
45.00
3.75
11.25
Upper Pelican Creek 6.25
Pelican Creek
Lagoon
1.25

.80

Lake near Pelican
Creek
12.00
Meadow Creek
Lagoon
2.50
Beaver Dam Creek
Lagoon
2.10
Little Thumb Creek
Lagoon
1.90
Lake near Clear
Creek
2.87
Lake near Cub
Creek
3.08
Mary Bay
2.25
Arnica Creek
Lagoon
2.58
Frank Island
Lagoon
.16
Lake by Frank:
Idland
.75
Stevenson Island
Lagoon
2.25
Lake by Stevenson
Island
\ 3.75
Solution Creek
Lagoon
6.00
Lake by Solution
Creek
2.25
Bri4ge Bay West
Lagoon
2.58
Bridge Bay
2.58
We st 'rhumb lk> ok
Lagoon
3.75
Lake near Meadow
Creek
3.00

6-2
6-2
6-3
6,..l!.
6,..11
7-6
7-28
7-28

1.23
.09
.53

-.

7.11
7.52

6-19
6-25
6-19

3.11

2.13
1.96

.Z7

.27 1.42
5.28

27.20
33.75
.33

1.25

.25

6-23
6-23

1.43

6-24
6-25

2.63
' .35

1'"-

6-25
6-25
6-26
6-30
6-3>
7-1

7-1
7-1
7-1
8-6
8-6

1.16

8-24

1.60

6-23

.67
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Table 16.

Number of fish caught per day in minnow traps set in
Yellowstone Lake and its lagoons in June and J uly 1959

dar

No.
days

Location

fishedB

Peale IslAn4 area
8
Chipmunk Creek
Lagoon
4
Grouse Creek
Mouth
4
South Arm Lagoon
12
Lake Station area
24
Uni ted States
National Park
Service boat
dock
24
Pe11 can Creek
Lagoon
58
Lake near Pelican
Creek
4
West Thumb
8
Arnica Creek
Lagoon
98
Little Thumb Creek
lagoon
114
Frank Island
Lagoon
8
Stevenson Island
Lagoon
6
Mouth of Arnica
Creek
78
Pelican Creek by
weir
24
Gull Point
Lagoon
52
a
traps.

The number of

~B

No. of fish cau§!!t ~r
Cutthroat Longnose Reds ide Lake
trout
suckers
shiners chub

Longnose
dace

.12
1.00

.25
.02

4.17

.02

1.09

.19

.07

.02

.12

.29

.72

.11

.02

.09

.04

.04

.12

.08

.04

.50

.08

.83

.12

.58

fished often includes data from several minnow
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It is apparent, from all gill net, seine and minnow trap data
(Tables 13, 14, 15 and 16), that distribution interactions are greatest
in lagoons and tributary streaJ18 rather than in the lake itself.

Cutthroat

trout, longnose suckers, redside shiners and lake chub are tound in
association in Breeze Point Lagoon, South West Thumb Lagoon, Rotenone
Lagoon, Arnica Lagoon, Pelican Creek Lagoon, Pelican Creek and L1 ttle
Thumb Creek Lagoon.
The largest concentrations of juvenile cutthroat trout in lagoons
occurs in areas where the density ot other species is low, suggesting
an intolerance between species.

Cutthroat trout are more versatile in

in their habitat requirements than other species present, but, as the
lagoons and. bays include many of the most productive parts of the lake,
competition may have a detrimental effect on the trout population and
result in a reduced growth rate and higher mortality in the juvenile
stage of development.

The high concentrations of other species and

the low concentrations of trout in northern lagoons suggests active
co~etition

is already present in these areas.

Vertical distribution
In Yellowstone Lake 113 experimental gill net sets were made at

various depths up to 150 feet in 1957, 1958 and 1959.

Cutthroat trout

were found to a depth of 130 feet; longnose suckers to a depth of 50
feet.

Rawson (1951) found that longnose suckers were common from 10

to 20 meters in depth in Great Slave Lake but rarely below 30 meters;
largest numbers were found under 15 meters in depth.

Odell (1932)

reported longnose suckers were usually found in water 15 to 30 teet
in depth in New York lakes.

In Yellowstone Lake the depth distribution
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of cutthroat trout and longnose suckers is shown on a per net basis in
Figure 4.

In water less than

26 feet deep (on a per net basis) 59.8

percent of the trout and 13.8 percent of the suckers were found in
Ye~owstone

Lake; in water less than 51 feet deep 88.1 percent of the

trout and 100 percent of the suckers occurred (Table 17).
Table 11.

Percentage of cutthroat trout and longnose suckers occurring
between various depths and accumulative percentage to the
depth specified in Yellowstone Lake in 1951, 1958 and 1959a
Cutthroat trout
AccumuPercentage
lative
- found
~rcenta~e

Depth
in
feet

Longnose suckers
AccumuPercentage
lative
found
i,!rcenta!5e

0-25

59.8

59.8

13.8

13.8

26-50

28.9

88.1

26.2

100.0

51-75

9.2

97.9

76-100

1.8

98.1

101-125

No nets were set in this depth range.

126-150
a

Data

1.3

100.0

from 113 experimental gill nets expressed on a per net basis.

Depth distribution by size groups of cutthroat trout and longnose
suckers is considered (Tables 18 and 19) from experimental gill net data.
(Fish are usually 150 rom. long or more before they are effectively caught
in these nets.)

Suckers caught between 151 and 200 mm. total length were

caught in water less than 11 feet deepi trout in this same size group
vere caught at most depths up to 85 feet.

No Significant difference in

depth distribution was found of trout and suckers from 201 to 450

mID.

The fish of both species over 451 mm. were all found in vater less than

36 feet deep.

No.
nets
set
tI
15
ti

Depth
in
feet
1-

5

Ii -

10

I

13

I

0

I

6

I

/0

I

S-

o

5

I

I

I

:2.0

12.

2-

21- 2:'5

'"

Il."- 30
:51-35"

5

~&-~O

.3

'if - '1-5

12-

¥6- 50

/

5/- 55

6

56-

GO

0

6/- 65

5

66-70

/0

7/-75

Ill-

76- '$0

I

ffl- 85

/

36-90

0

9/-95

g

96-/00

0

/0/-/05

0

/06-/10

0

III-I/S

0

116 -/20

0

12./-12.'5

I

1#!ft.-/30

0

/3/- /35

0

136-1'1-0

0

l/f/-/If.::r

3

196-150

Figure

10

/1- 15
16 -

~

Number of fish expressed on a per net basis
Longnose suckers
Cutthroat trout

4. Depth distribution of cutthroat trout

and longnose suckers,
expressed on a per net basis, from 113 experimental gill nets
set in Yellowstone Lake in the summers of 1957, 1958 and 1959
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Table 18.

Depth distribution of cutthroat trout by size groups from 113
experimental gill nets set in 1957, 1958 and 1959 in Yellowstone Lake~
No. fish caught i!r net in each size Irou;E

110.
nets
set

Depth
in
feet

100
150

151

13

1-5

.08

2.23 2.38 3.00 2.23 4.85 1.61. .08

10

6-10

.10

7

11-15

2.71 1.86 2.71 4.14 5.14

.43 .14

12

16-20

4.75 4.67 3.83 5.25 3.25

.58

2

21-25

5.50 2.50 5.50 6.50

6

26-30

1.00 1.00 2.33 4.83 3.67

.17

4

31-35

1.25 1.00 2.25 2.75 1.50

.25 .25

5

36-40

2.40 2.20 1.40 1.W 2.00

.20

3

41-45

--

12

46-50

.68

1

51-55

1.00

6

56-60

0

61-65

5

200

.80

201
250

251
3JO

3>1
350

351

lJoo

401
450

.40 1.00 ·2.10 3.10 1.30

451
500

.-

2.00 2.00
.08

·50 1.50 2.42

-33

.33

.33 2.67 2.00

66-70

.20

.20

.40

.20

9

71-75

1.22

.22

.56

·33

4

76-&>

1

81-85

1

86-90

0

91-95

8

96-100

.12

.12

.08

1.00
1.00

-.12

.12

(See footnote b)
aFour nets were set October 15, 1958, two nets were set September 6,
1959 J the remaining nets were set in July' and Augu8t.
b

Four nets set below 100 feet J one net set at 130 feet bad one fish.

Table 19.

Depth distribution of longnose suckers by size groups, from
36 experimental gill nets set in 1958 and 1959 in Yellowstone Lake
Depth

No. fish caught ~er net in each size 6rou~
100 151 201
51
301
351 401 451
250
150 200
300
450
350 400
500

No.
nets
set

feet

7

1-5

8

6-10

3

ll-15

4

16-20

.25

2

21-25

1.00

3

26-30

3

31-35

.33

3

36-40

.33

0

41-45

3

46-50

3.00

in

.14

4.71 6.00

1.00

.29

1.62 6.62 4.62

4.13

3.50 1.12

1.67 2.00

4.33 2.33

.33

.25 1.75

.75

.50

.75

.14

.57

1.00 1.00

.67 1.00 2.67 1.67 2.67 1.00

1.33

.33

.33 1.67

.33

.33

·33

3.00

4.67

3.33

~ngthS in millimeters

Note: I8ta from gill nets having suckers set in July and August in
Yellowstone Lake and lagoons
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a.J.l cutthroat trout and longnose suckers taken in minnow g1ll nets
and exper1.Jlental gill nets between

50

and 200

JIIIIl.

and all red81de shiners,

lake chub and longnoae dace were all taken in water less than 15 feet
deep in the littoral zone.

Man¥ fish of

all species were caught in

JIliDDOV traps and by seining in water leas

and ear17 J'u,:q.
shallow vater.

Use

o~

t~

three feet deep in June

llinnow traps and seines was carried on only in

They were not used extensively after the first of August,

as these _thods failed to catch

DBny

fish.

M1nnow g1ll netting shoved

most fish had lIIOVed out of the extl"ellllel.y sballoy areas during the latter

part ot' Jul.7.

Water te.peratures in the shallow areas of the lagool1S

reacbed as high as ~ F. at this t1lle and were undoubtedly responsible
for a general JIIO'V'eB!nt into deeper water.
Shiners JIIOTed into shallow water in lagoons and ba.y"s during the
first of June; water teDq>eratures were lIUoh higher than in the open
l.ala! at this time.

About the middle of July there was a definite move-

ment into deeper water in l.agoons and bays and also in the littoral zone
of the lake.

In June, although reds ide shiners of all sizes were found

in 8hal.low vater, schooJ.s of fish in age group I yere observed more frequently in IIIOre ahalJow water than schools of ol.der age fish.
110 infolWltion was obtained about diurmU. movements which Crossman

(1959) noted in Paul. Lake as being a daTt1liHLJIIOvement into deeper water
and a nocturnal movement into shoal areas.

He noted that reds ide

shiners were found in Paul. Lake in British Columbia on shoal areas in
May" and June, at the shoal edge in July and August, on the shoal again

in September and in water

30 feet deep during the winter months.

Redside

shiners were studied from June to September in 1959 in Yellowstone Lake;
during this period no fish were taken in deep water.

The fry of all spedes of fish were all observed in water less
than three feet deep; when first observed fry were in heaviest concentrations in water less than one foot in depth but later moved out over
deeper water.
Relative Population Composition by Species and Habitat
A cOD;8rison of the relative number of cutthroat trout to longnose
suckers in Yellowstone Lake as taken by experimental gill. nets and cotton
gill nets requires certain assumptions concerning structures of the
species, their babi tat, and move
to be taken in gill nets.

nt patterns regarding vulnerabll.i ty

Moyle (1949) stated tbat when gill. net

catches are evaluated on a comparative basis, sbape and structural.
differences of fish causing nets to be selectiTe can be disregarded
if it is assumed that association and movement patterns for any species
of fish woul.d be

e~ected

to be similar under similar conditions.

other

factors to be considered regarding the use of gill nets for determining
relati ve com.posi tion of species include movement of tle species, depth
distribution, Tertical. distribution in water strata, and horizontal
distriaution.

In Yellowstone Lake all gill. nets were set on the bottom

and, assuming all other factors to be equal, one woul.d expect more longnose suckers than cutthroat trout to be captured, especially in the lake
itself as distinguished from shallow lagoons where this distinction woul.d
not be valid.
From 132 cotton gill. net and experimental. g1l.l. net sets made in
Yellowstone Lake and its lagoons in 1957, 1958 and

~59

there were

l,125 cutthroat trout and 554 longnose suckers taken; this is close to
a 2 to 1 ratio of cutthroat trout to longnose suckers if gill. nets and
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locations where they were set are considered non-selective.

There were

approximately 4 cutthroat trout to 1 longnose sucker on a per net
basis in the lake, and 3 cutthroat trout to 7 longnose suckers in the
lagoons (Table 20).
Considering only data from experimental gill net sets by years, in
the lake excluding lagoons, there were considerably more fish of both
species taken in 1959 per net than in either 1957 or 1958.

The number

of cutthroat trout per experimental gill net set was 3.73, 9.96 and
12.91, respectively, for 1957, 1958 and 1959; the number of 10ngnose
suckers was .09, 1.52 and 4.61, respectively.
Table 20.

Comparison of the relative numbers of cutthroat trout to
10ngnose suckers in Yellowstone Lake and ita lagoons in
1957, 1958 and 1959

No.
nets
set

Area
Lake
Lagoons
Lake and lagoons
Note:

Number of fish caught
on a ~r net basis
CUtthroat
Longnose
trout
suckers

112

8.74

1.78

20

7.30

17.65

132

6.52

4.20

Experimental and cotton gill net data. Overnight sets were made
in the lake in 1957, 1958 and 1959; ' they were made in the lagoons
only in 1959.
Depth of setting appeared to be the most

i~orta.nt

factor con-

tributing to differences noted in catches during these three years.
On a per net basis depth distribution data show that 88.7 percent of
the cutthroat trout and 100 percent of the 10ngnose suckers are taken
in water less than 51 feet deep during spring and summer months.

In

the three years nets were set the number and proportion of nets set at
given depths varied considerably.

In 1957, 1958 and 1959, respectively,

22.7 percent, 66.7 percent and 78.3 percent of the nets were set in
water less than 51 feet deep.

A correlation will be noted in Table 21

between the percentage of nets set in water less than 51 feet in depth
and the number of fish caught per net.
Table 21.

Year

Comparison of the percentage of nets set in water less than
51 feet in depth with the number of fish caught per overnight
gill net set

No. Number
nets nets
set
set

Percentage of nets
in water less t~
51 feet in depth

Number
trout
per net

Number
suckers
per net

1957

22

22.7

3.73

.09

1958

54

66.7

9.96

1.52

1959

23

78.3

12.91

4.61

Note:

I8ta trom ex;perimental gill nets only considering data collected
in the lake but not in the lagoons.
On

August 26, 1959, rotenone was used to poison a s1lBl.l lagoon

approx:i.mately two miles east of the intersection at West Thumb.

This

was done to find the relative compoSition, numbers and lengths ot each
species present and to com;pe.re this data w:s..th gill net catches made in
this lagoon prior to poisoning.

The area poisoned was approx1-.tely

33,750 square feet with a mean depth of 18 inches and a max:1.mum depth of
tour feet.

The

extremely shallow area 1es8 than six inches deep had

few fish and was not considered in poisoning or in the area.
An estimate of the total number of cutthroat trout fr,r was 4,442;

numerous

~les

of try collected revealed that these were the only
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-rry present.

Other than cutthroat fry the

c~ition

of -rish in this

lagoon vas 26 cutthroat trout ,201 longnose suckers, 215 redside shiners,

32 lake chub and 6 longnose dace.

1bere 1s a close correlation between

species composition and the number of fish caught in gill nets if data
froa rotenone poisoning are'

c~red

with data from four minnov gil.J. nets

and one cotton gill net on a percentage basis (Table 22).
Table 22.

A comp&.rison of the species present in a lagoon of Yellowstone
Lake with the results -rram four minnOY gill nets and one
cotton gill net

Species

Fish found
using rotenone
Percentage!!
Number

Fish found
in gill nets
Percentagea
Number

CUtthroat trout

26

5.4

6

3.4

Longnose sucker

201

41.9

71

44.0

Redsided shiner

215

44.8

76

43.4

32

6.7

5

2.9

6

1.2

11

6.3

Lake chub
Longnose dace
a

Percentage of all species

The approximate ratio of fish in this lagoon as determined by rotenone poisoning vas 5 cutthroat trout, 42 longnose suckers, 45 redside
shiners,

7 lake chub to

1 longnose dace if cutthroat fry are excluded.

The ratio as determined from gill net sets vas approximately 3 cutthroat
trout, 44 longnose suckers, 43 redside shiners, 3 lake chub and 6 longnose dace.
Data suggest that gill nets are selective to species if species

of -rish in this lagoon are broken into size groups, and the cODl,POBition

or

fish s;aupt e:t'teetiTely in Il1mlov gU1 Dets

al

compared

nth

the same

size groups found present in the lagoon.

The the 51-125

lIDl.

range red-

side shiners are lIUch )lOre vul.nerable to m1nnov gill nets than longnose
suckers (Tabl.e 23).

However, considering cutthroat trout and longnose

suckers O"f'er a:>o

taken in the cotton g111 net there were 3 cutthroat

DIll.

trout to 66 longnose suckers c01llJlB.red vi th a composition of 4. trout to

4. BUckers as disclosed by rotenone.

The gill net undoubtedly succeeded in

catching most of the fish in this size group as it

'WaS

set prior to using

rotenone.
Table 23.

Fish ot all species caught in II1nnov gill nets co:m;pared with
fish taken by rotenone, considering only fish from. 51 to
125 DIll., in the rotenoned lagoon
Fish composition
bZ rotenone
PercentageS
Nnmber

Species

Fish composition
bZ gill nets
Numher
Percen~ageS

Cutthroat trout

21

5.2

3

2.9

Longnose sucker

132

32.5

9

8.6

Redsided shiner

21.5

53.0

76

73.1

32

7.8

5

4..8

6

1.5

11

10.6

Lake chub
Longnose dace
a

Percentage of all species

No valid conclusion can be made as to the selecti vi ty of cotton
gill nets.

Minnow gill nets appear to be more selective to redside

shiners than longnose suckers, possibly because redside shiners tend
to be active swimmers and to congregate in schools, whereas longnose
suckers tend to be more sluggish and do not show such a tendency.

Spawning Interactions

Co.;etition tor spawning sites Da¥ result in use of marginal sites,
destruction or superiDlposition ot redds, or pby'Biological reproductive
changes.

The use of DBrg1nal. sites

E.y'

eJCpOse fish to abnol'lBl predation

which _'1' result in · a slower growth rate and low 8UI"V'ival.

If redds are

disturbed by 8uper1lllpoai tion, fever fry m.y emerge.
In Yellowstone the spawning time of eutthroat trout, longnose

suckers and. redaide shiners overlaps to a great degree.

Trout spawn

from May to late July (Laakso and Cope, 1956), longnose suckers spawn from
June through July during the latter part ot the cutthroat trout run, and
redside shiners spawn in June.

Cutthroat trout and longnose suckers

spawn only in tributary stre8J118; reds ide shiners spawn in lagoons and
at the JIIOUths of BDBll streams in addition to

tributary streams.

All

three species 818Yn in gravel riffle areas; cutthroat trout and longnose
sucker spawning is restricted to these areas, but redaide shiners also
S18wn over submerged vegetation.
CUtthroat trout dig redds in gravel areas; longnose suckers and
redaide shiners rel.ease demersal adhesive eggs over gravel areas with
no nest preparation.
trout redds.

It is not apparent that suckers or shiners destroy

Hayes (1956) stated that couwetition between trout and

suckers tor spawning sites and space has not been shown to occur naturally.

There JJay be an intolerance between these species which restricts

spawning but it was not observed.

It is probable that a 11m1ted amount

of competition for s:pa.wn1ng sites and. destruction of eggs between
longnose suckers and redside shiners exists.

Redside shiners feed

while spawning while longnose suckers do not.

lDngnose sucker or
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redslde shiner eggs my be disturbed by the other species during spawning
actirlties.

No inf'ormation is ayailable on area, tillle of spa:wning or

spawning interactions for lake chub or longnose dace in Yellowstone

Lake.
Competi tion among cutthroat trout, longnose suckers and reds ide
shiners for spa.wning sites was not found to be present in tributary
streams to Yellowstone Lake.

It appears that competition could be more

severe between longnose suckers and redside shim rs than between either
or both of these species and cutthroat trout.
Food Interactions
Riley (1953) stated that two species living on the same food my
have difterent food preferences; the same pref'erence but the inferior
species can exist on other types of toodj they my exist on the same
food but variations in the physical environment rray alter their relative
feeding ef't'iciencYJ or they may 1ive on the same tood but have different
habitat requirements, or be able to adapt to a less taTorable habitat.
That two or more species teed on the same organism is not direct
evidence that there is competitionj the 1'000. may be abundant and feeding
on it may have littl.e effect on its abundance.

There ' is littl.e indication

that 1'000. organisms of fish in Ye.l.lowstone - Lake are limiting :factors.
Bottom sampling by U. S. Fish and Wi1dllfe Service personnel revealed
that in the Fishing Bridge and Lake Station areas, where all fiTe
species of tish are tound, there is a greater abundance of bottom organisms
than. in other areas of the lake where only cutthroat trout and l.ongno8e
suckers are found.

Bensonl has suggested that this 'IlJB.y be due to intense

fish.ing pressure in this area.
lDiscussion with Dr. Benson
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Competition for food undoubtedly occurs with fry of all species
in Yellowstone Lake; they are generally- found under the same habitat
conditions and share a plankton diet.

Competition for food is also

suggested among juvenile stages of all s})ec1es and among juvenile cutthroat trout, juvenile longnose suckers, adult longnose dace, adult
reds1de shiners and adult lake chub.

Juvenile trout are not found in

large numbers in lagoons and bays where other specie. are abundant;
although this fact suggests

c~tition,

there is no indication that

food is a limited resource in these areas.

Elton (1946) and many other

investigators have found that the amount of food is genera.lly sufficient
for all populations; the limiting factor of population growth is
genera.l.ly sOllething else.
Many authors bave suggested that suckers are potential canpetitors

of game fish on the basis of common diets.

Hayes (1958) stated it is

generaU.;y true that best game 1'ish populations are generally- found where
rough 1'ish are absent.

Rawson and Elsey- (1948) stated duplication of

food suggests competition between rainbow trout and longnose suckers.
To determine food interactions in Yellowstone Lake among longnose

suckers, reds ide shiners and cutthroat trout :the 1'ood habit data presented earlier are compared with a previous study of 1'ood habits of 409
cutthroat trout by- Benson.

Food habits are considered in relation to

relative numbers 01' each species, their distribution and habitat, and to
general abundance of bottom organisms.
Table 24 shows the food habits of cutthroat trout, longnose suckers
and reds ide shiners expressed as total. volUJE of stoJIB.ch contents by
percentage.

~

three species of fish eat largely- cladocerans,

amphipod.s and tendipedids.

Daphnia, B'yalelia and GaaE.rus, and
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Table 24.

A coaparison o-r the sUlIIIIIer food habits of cutthroat trout,
longnose suckers and redside shiners expressed as percentage
by volume o-r the total stomach contents"

Percentage by volul8e of the total. stomach contents
Cutthroat
trout

Food item

Daphnia

35.9

Bolllllina

Cjclops
DiaptOlllls
!J;ya.lella and (jNpga.l'\l8
Unidentified Crustacea
Hemiptera
Odonata (nymphs)
Ephe.erella
Bymph
Adult
P1ecoptera (~)
Tr1.choptera
Nymph

Achll.t
Tendiped1daeb
Larva
Pupa.
Adult
Tipulidae (lana)

3.2
20.6

3.8
.2

Redside

10.4
1.2
3.8

.9
2.4

29.7
1.1
Tr.
.1

5.5
.2
2.6
1.3

shiners

8.7
Tr.
.8

2.0

3·9
Tr.

.3
1.2

1.7
2.2
11.1

29.5
3.6

4.8
1.6
00.7
1.3
1.3
Tr.
6.5
Tr.
Tr.

Un1~ified ~ . .

Coleoptera
Unidentified Insecta
Hydra ca rina
Other Arachnida
Gastropoda
Pisidium
Trout eggs
Trout
Unidentified animal
Filamentous algae
Higher aquatic plants

Longnose
suckers

Tr •
•2
2.4
Tr.
Tr.
Tr.
Tr.
Tr.
16.8

.4
Tr.
Tr.

Tr.

Tr.
5·5

9.3

.8

Tr.

aStomachs from ~9 trout, ll2 suckers and 117 red.side shiners were
examined with respectively 352, 100 and 100 containing -rood. DELta -ror
trout adapted f'roa a study made by Dr. lIorman Benson; data for suckers
and redside shiners fro. Tables 5 and 6.
b

Includes:

Tendipes, Procladiu8 and Prodiamesa species.

Tendipedldae eoutltuted

71.5, 73.2 and 73.5 percent by volume of the

total food contents o:t c:utthroat trout, longnose suckers and redslde
shiners, respect!vely •

Although these 1 teD5 together were similar,

notable pref'erences were exhlblted by each speeies.

na~

were lIIOst

UWortant to cutthroat trout cOlllPrls:1ng 35.9 percent by volume; in
longnoeeauekers they cowrtltuted

on.ly" .9 percent.

29.7 percent

~ the . cutthroat

shiner' 8 diet.

in re4.slc1e shiners

B)a!ella and c...arus were first in 1.Jq>ortanoe to

lODgJlos8 suckers, -king up

20.6 pereent

10.4 p!!rcent BDd

by ToJ.umej they constltuted

treat's diet and 5.5 percent or the redside

Amphipods are especi.ally 1m;portant to cutthroat trout

and lODgl'1Q6e suckers.

If' Ten4ipedidae larvae, pupae and ad:u.lta are

cons1dere4 together, they were !lOre iDQ?ortant th&n

~

to 1008-

nose suekers j they constl tuted 33.1 percent of the 10ngnose sueker
diet, 15.0 percent of the cutthroat trout diet and 67.1 percent of the
redside shiner diet.

The preferenees of the three speeles varied as to

devel.opaental stages of Ten41pedidae; cut-throa.t trout and redside
shiners ate JIOst.l.y adu.lta, whereas loDglloae suekers consUllled lDOstly

larvae.

Althongh overlapping, the main food items were generally

preferred more by one species than the other two.
Dk>stly ani-l lII&tter.

All three species ate

A trace of higher aquatic plants was found in

redaicle shiner Sto..ch8 J :ti J,,¥Dtou8 a1gae and. higher aquatie p.lan1;s
consti tuted

6.3 percent of the lon,gnose aueker diet j no plant mterial was

found in eutthroat trout8tcat.cha.

All. species consUJDed

organi_ but were not dependent on these i tellS for 1"004..

a1~llaneous
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Benson (1958)1 examined the stomchs of ij8 lake chub; 32 bad food
and were eDq>ty, from. Squaw !.ake near Yellowstone Lake.

Be found Gamma.rus

lAcustri. was the most important food i tam by number and occurrence j
Pisid1um, Trichoptera, Tentipedidae larvae, insect fragments and vegetable 1IIltter constituted the rest of the diet.

:Benson concluded from

an examination of cutthroat trout and lake chub stomachs that their
fe.e ding habits are sim1.l.ar; GalIIE.rus laCtlstris "WaS the dominant food
of both species.

(One lake chub was found in a cutthroat trout stomach.)

Simon (1946) mentioned that lake chub are camiverous feeding al.most

entireJ.y on insect larvae; longo.ose dace feed mostly' on plant mterial,
al.gae and sl.1lDe, crustaceans, insect larvae a.nd small snails; he also
mentioned that longnose dace have been accused of eating the spawn ot

trout.
Although aJ.J. five species apparent.ly' eat much the saae food, there
is not comp1ete identity of food. babits and pret'erenees seem to vary.
Onl.y the summer period "Was studied; it is possible that competition for

food. coul.d be more critical in the late falJ. and winter than during the
summer months.
In their feeding habits some species are highly specializ.e d,

others partial.l.y specialized and others omniverous.

As competition is

most acute with species that are bigb.ly specialized, one vOul.d not
expect great competition at the present with adult fish in Yellowstone
Lake.

Cutthroat trout are ;pa.rtiaJ.ly' speciaJ.ized but longnose Buckers

are omniverous.

One vould eJliPect longnose suckers to change their

food habits rather than to enter into severe competition vith cutthroat
trout.

Preferences were noted with cutthroat trout and 10ngnose suckers,

yet these species are apparently versatUe.

~naon, N. G., 1958. Lake chub in Squav Lake (Indian Pond).
Unpublished typevri tten report. 5 pp.
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Another factor to consider is the spatial feeding habits.

Although

all species feed largely in the littoral zone, adult cutthroat trout and
longnose suckers feed in deeper water than fry and Juveniles of these
species and Juvenile and adult lake chub, redside shiners and longnose
dace.

The fry of all species undoubtedly feed in shallow areas.

Juvenile

cutthroat trout and longnose suckers and j uvenile and adult reds ide
shiners, lake chub and longnose dace feed in the same general habitat
vi th certain preferences already noted.

babi ts were noted:

Certain differences in feeding

longno8e suckers feed priJE.rily on the bottom; red-

side shiners feed lIOstly on the surface j cutthroat trout t'eed largely in
the intermediate strata.

These distinctions are

~rtant;

it is the

overlap between these general characteristics where competition for food
would be greatest.

Both cutthroat trout and reds ide shiners feed in

all areas; longnose suckers rarely feed on top but utilize other strata
to advantage.
OVerlap in feeding has too often been assumed to be COJII)ettt1on and
has led to JIIaIlY Jlisconceptions and false conclusions.

UsualJ.y" there is

a scarcity or rareness of most species in relation to the amount of available food; this is usuaJ..ly because another factor which is not known is
liJI1tillg nlDibers

0

Gampetition for tood in fish populations is otten inferred by
stunted populations, a preponderance of older age fish in proportion
to young, a decrease in catch per unit effort of

sa- fish because

rough tish are beco1l1 ng too numerous, or a decrease in the growth rate.

Gause (1934) 4eJlOllstrated that when tvo species cOJlQjlete for the

S8.JIe

food in a ginn environment the growth rate ot' both vill be reduced and
eTentua.lly one species lay e11lll1nate the other.

I f both survive in a
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balanced condition neither species will be able to reach the popuJ.a.tion
potential that would be possible if the other species vas absent.

In

YeJ.lowatone Lake there has been an increase in grovt;h rate with a
decrease in trout density due to increased fishing pressure.

This

could mean either interspecific or intraspecific competition is present.
The effect of a reduction of cutthroat trout numbers an other species
present is Dot known, although it is thought other species may bave
benefi ted.

As bottom orga.n.1sms appear to be abundant in many areas of

intense fishing pressure, it appears that competition between species
and wi thin species is Blore acute with some factor other than food.
CUtthroat Trout
Yellowstone Lake is one of the few areas where Yellowstone
cutthroat trout reprodu·c e naturally and maintain good fishing without
artificial planting.

In the past spawn has been taken from Yellowstone

cutthroat trout for planting fish in other areas by JII'LIlY states and for
planting back into Yellowstone Lake.

At present no spawn is taken and

no cutthroat trout are planted in the lake.

Even inth increasing

fishing pressure the catch-per-untt-effort has not

decl1ne~.

The annual

catch of cutthroat trout has increased from 200 ,015 in 1950 to 393,467
in

1959 (Bulkley, 1961).

Bulkley stated that the increase in growth

rate and decrease in older aged fish are assumed to be the result of
increased fishing pressure.

He mentioned that this 1s probablY' a healthy

condition provided it is not accompanied bY' a. decrease in the mean size of
the fish caught.

A minor increase in growth rate of cutthroat trout

could result fram a greater depletion of the cutthroat trout population
than vas expected.

He concluded that excessive harvesting of cutthroat

will occur in the next fev years if fishing pressure continues to increase.
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The nmaber of cutthroat trout in the spawning runs of the six
tributaq stre&.lllS where fish traps are operated was the highest in 1959
since 1952; Pel.ican Creek bad the highest :run since 1949.

As eatch-

per-unit-effort bas not decreased even vi th increased fishing pressure,
and as the sp!Lvning :runs of cutthroat trout in the various streams baTe
not declined, it appears that competition is not acute in Yellowstone
Lake at the present.

An increased growth rate in cutthroat trout and

fewer ol.der age fish vi th increased ' harvest suggests interspecific
c~ti tion

1s mre severe in 1iJ1iting production than intraspecific

competition with other species.

Intraspecific competition may limit

an increase in cutthroat trout numbers and result in a proportional.l.y
SDBl.l.er increase than would result from a reduction of cutthroat trout
alone.
In the :t'a:tu:re longnose suckers, redside shiners and lake chub JlJAy

be expected to increase in nWllber and benefit

of cutthroat trout.

fr~

selective harvest

The habitat, distribution, food and feeding habits,

and .ocial intol.erance of these species as found in Yellowstone Lake
'lIBy be ex.peeted to result in seTere competition with cutthroat trout.

Hayes (1956) reported that suckers by virtue of their abundance arul
ecological tolerance muat alter any trout producing environment in
which they occur.

Larkin and S.tth (1953) studied the effects of the

introduction of red.ide shiners on kamloop trout in Paul Lake, BritiBh
ColUllbia.

This investigation moved:

(1) both species were eating the

same food; (2) shiners were eating young XaJiloop trout; (3) JCamloop trout
were eating redsicle shiners; (4) baloop trout were losing one year's
growth due to severe c~tition with redsi. . shiners;

(5) catch per
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unit effort declined even vith a decline in fishing pressure; and. (6)
the introduction of redside shiners resulted in a decline in kamloop
trout numbers.
Parasites and Predators
Parasites
A tapeworm (Ligula. intestinalis) is present in the body cart ty of
longnose suckers.

Few tapeworms are found. in longnose suckers in DPst

areas of the l.ake; however, in the tip of the South Arm over 50 percent
of the longnose suckers are infected.

Longnose suckers thus infected

are apparently in good condition and show no apparent distress.
A small leech (111inobd,e116 &.) is noted on many longnose suckers
and cutthroat trout taken in the lake and its tributaries.

Other para-

sites found on cutthroat trout include a small crustacean (Salmin-~

!R.. ), and a round worm (Bulbodacni tis !R.) found in the flesh.

St.:>n

(1953) reports a fluke (Crepidostomum transmarinwa) is also found in
cutthroat trout in Yellowstone Lake.
Another parasite noted is an unidentified round. worm which vas
found in the body cavity of one longnose sucker and one redside shiner
of those

e~ned.

Predators
Predatory birds of Yellowstone fishes include osprey, herons,
mergansers, kingfishers, gulls, terns, cormorants, eagles and pelicans.
Manmal1an predators are mink, otters, fishers and bears.

Longnose

suckers, redside shiners, lake chub and longnose dace are undoubtedly
eaten by many of the predators and may have some importance as a buffer
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for cutthroat trout.

Brown and Graham (1953) found 23 tags from

suckers on the Molly Islands (403 tags were put on longnose suckers);
these investigators conel.uded that these suckers were in a weakened
condi tion from handl.ing and that this may have been the reason for
such a large number being taken by pelicans.
The food preference of predators, predator population density,

and pre" population density are important factors when considering
the importance of a buffer species.
is not known.

The food preference of the predators

The predator population density of lJk)st species in

Yellovstone is high compared with most other

area~

wi th the exception of fish, is rigidly protected.

as animal. life,
Longnose suckers are

numerous enough to act as a buffer and are found in areas where pelicans are abu.n.d.allt. , Redside shiners, lake chub and longnose dace undoubted.l.7 act as bui'"fers to a limited extent in certain areas of the
lake; lake chub remains haTe been found on the Jl:>lly Islands.

At

present, however, it appears the importance of these species as butfers
for cutthroat trout is llmi ted.
Interspecific predation of

Yellovston~

Lake fishes has not been

found to occur as suggested fram stomach analysis.

However, stomach

analysis has been done on cutthroat trout from the lake and not in
lagoon areas where DIELllY redside shiners, lake chub, longnose dace and
longnose suckers congregate.

Some cutthroat trout stol/Bch analysis haa

been done with fiab. from tributary streams; this has revealed only
can1baliam..

Cope (1958) notes that lake chub in Squaw Lake (tributary

to Yellowstone Lake) are being used to a small extent for food by
cutthroat trout.

Larkin and Sm.1th (1954) found interspecific

competition

bet~en

kamloop trout and reds ide shiners resulted in a de-

crease in growth rate of kamloop trout thereby making young kamloop
trout subject to predation for a longer period of time to a third
species, squaw fish.

As competition becomes more severe in Yellow-

stone Lake interspecific predation may become an important factor.
Stenton (1951) reported that longnose suckers were eating
brook trout eggs in Banf'f' National Park, but only those exposed and
drifting downstream.

Brown and Gmha.m (1953) found no evidence of

cutthroat trout eggs in longnose sucker stoD8cbs in Pelican Creek.
Redside shiner stomachs were analyzed from lagoons where cutthroat
fry were abundant, but no fry were found in their stomachs; it is
thought this species is predaceous on fish when other food organisms are
not as abundant.

Weisel and NeWDBn (1951) state redside shiners were

eating their own eggs; Simpson (1941), as reported by Weisel and Newman

(1951), found shiners feeding on newly released. grayling fry'.

Evidence

of cannibalism vi th cutthroat trout vas found in stOllBch analysis by
Welch (1952).

He reported heavy predation on cutthroat

trout fry by age groups I and II in Arnica Creek.

on cutthroat
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MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
FOR FURl'HER STUDY

At the present competition between species of fish in Yellowstone
Lake is most severe in the fry stage with all species, and the juvenile
stages of cutthroat trout and longnose suckers with Juvenile and adult
redside shiners, lake chub and longnose dace.

In the future coapetition

can be expected to become more acute as apparently longnose suckers,
reds ide shiners and lake chub are increasing in number.

Increased

fishing pressure every year and the selective removal of cutthroat trout
will undoubtedly favor the undesirable species.
The problem of rough and undesirable fish control has been approached
in many ways with varying degrees of success.

Many

studies have reported

success in an increase of game fish following reduction of rough fish,
especially in warm water lakes.

Work on cold water lakes has been

lim1 ted and effects are less well known.

Complete removal by poisoning

is most effective in rough fish control but is not feasible in large
lakes.

Certain control procedures will be considered that could helP

control undesirable species in Yellowstone Lake.
The destruction of suckers entering streams to spawn bas unquestionably helped retard the increase in jSUaker numbers in Yellowstone Lake.
It is suggested that this practice be continued in the future on streams
where fish traps are now located; if longnose suckers continue to
increase it is suggested that fish traps on the Upper and Lower Yellowstone Rivers and other streams be installed to destroy spawning suckers.
As many longnose suckers spend their first two or three years of life

in lagoons, and as many redside shiners and lake chub move into and out
of these areas, fish traps could be installed at the entrance to lagoons
and used to destroy undesirable species.
Gill nets would have limited or questionable beneticial effects in
the control ot undesirable species.

In an attempt to improve angling,

Rawson and Elsey (1948) used gill nets and seins to reduce the longnose
sucker population in Pyramid Lake, Alberta.

At'ter longnose sucker removal

they tound an increase in survival rate ot young longnose suckers since
fish were first taken in gill nets the year they

be~

sexual ly mature.

Removal was not accompanied by a noticeable improvement of rainbow
trout.

Minnow gill nets in Yellowstone Lake may help control redside

shiners and lake chub; as small longnose suckers were tound to avoid
these nets, it is doubtful that they would appreciably help control
longnose sucker numbers.

Experimental gill nets may be of some value

in controlling adult longnose suckers.
A limited amount ot poisoning carried out in lagoons in June
would be beneticial in control of longnose suckers, redside shiners and
lake chub.

It the lagoons are poisoned in June a maximum number ot the

undesirable species and a minimum number of cutthroat trout would be
killed.
'Wi th increasing tishing pressure, which may be expected, regulations should limit the catch and/or gear to insure sufticient
cutthroat trout numbers so they will be able to maintain themselves
against excessive competition tram other species.

If control measures

tor rough tish are initiated soon serious competition may be preventedJ
this will insure the welfare of cutthroat trout and provide good
fishing in Yellowstone Lake in the future.
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It is suggested that a study similar to this be conducted in the
tuture to determine the changes in relative composition of fish and their
interactions.
A statistically sound quantitative

stu~

of bottom organisms

in a lagoon at the northern end of Yellowstone Lake, where all t'ive
species ot' t'ish are found, carried out simultaneously vith a similar
study ot' a lagoon at the southern end, where only cutthroat trout and
longnose suckers are t'ound, would aid in determining the degree of
competition for t'ood and space.
More should be learned regarding the ' spawning habits of longnose
suckers and reds ide shiners in Yellowstone Lake.

A question still exists

concerning all areas utilized t'or spawning by these species.
A paucity ot' intormation vas found about redside shiner and longnose sucker fry; fry were observed only in tributary streams and in
shallow waters of lagoons.

Shiner fry were observed in shallow waters

and then apparently 41sappearedi they rray have moved into deeper water.
More int'ormation about fry would be beneficial.
A t'ood habit study through all seasons of fry and juvenile fish

ot all speoies, espeoially where interactions occur, is highly desirable.
The food habits of trout in lagoons and bays has been given only
superfioial attention.
Gill nets set in different water strata from the surface to the
bottom throughout the seasons would reveal seasonal Tertical and horizontal movements of species.
and

Trap nets could be used to t'ind diurnal

nocturnal movements of species.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The presence of longnose suckers, redside shiners and lake chub
in Yellowstone Lake has concerned sportsman and biologists since these
species have reduced

game

fish populations in other waters.

The

interrelations of fish in Yellowstone Lake have been considered by studying the life histories of longnose suckers and redside shiners and their
intere.ctions with cutthroat trout.

Considere.tion has been given to the

limnology of Yellowstone Lake, its bottom types and organisms, and to
habitat preferences of the fish species present.

Although all species

(cutthroat trout, longnose suckers, redside shiners, lake chub and
longnose dace) are found in dense concentrations in lagoon and bay
areas, some species prefer this habitat more than others.

Juvenile

cutthroat trout , juvenile longnose suckers, adult reds ide shiners,
adult lake chub and adult longnose dace were all found in water less
than II feet deep in the spring and summer months in 1959.

Juvenile

cutthroat trout, although found in large concentrations in lagoons,
were also found in the littoral zone of the open lake and were not
as dependent on protected areas as were the other species.

Although all

species have habitat preferences, they are not confined to a particular
habi tat type.
In

1959 the distribution of redside shiners, lake chub and longnose

dace was restricted to the northern end of the lake.
and lake chub, unlike longnose

dac~

Redside shiners

are not indigenous to Yellowstone

Lake J they have already increased their range to approxiDBtely one-half
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of the littoral zone of the lake.

As there are many othe r areas of

equ.ally suitable habitat in the lake there is no reason to aS8Ul11e that
they will not extend their present ra.n.ge.

These species will move into

areas of preferable habitat first, which also includes the most productive
areas tor cutthroat trout, and later areas of marginal habitat.

Long-

nose suckers, although still congregated in certain areas, may be
expected to increase their range and become more numerous.

There are

still any areas of excellent habitat in the lake where longnose suckers
are either absent or few in number.
Although generalizations have been nade about lagoons it should
be pointed out that each lagoon is distinct j some lagoons favor certain
species more than others because of certain characteristios.

Important

factors are relative areas at certain depths, bottom types, :f'a.una and
flora, amount of water exchange with Yellowstone Lake, and the size and/or
number of tributaries entering lagoons.

Certain lagoons of similar habi-

tat favor fry of one species more than fry of another species suggesting
social intolerance.

It is possible that longnose suckers, redside shiners,

lake chub and longnose dace, although living with cutthroat trout, are
not oonduciTe to large concentrations and are forcing cutthroat trout
into less productive areas.

Juvenile cut.throat trout, unlike longnose

suckers, redside shiners, lake chub or longnose dace, are not usually
found in large schools.

The avoidance ot large concentrations ot other

species by cutthroat trout is important in evaluating competition.
It appears that fry of all species subsist on a plankton diet in
shallow pool areas, preterring association with their own species.

At

this stage ot development there is apparent competition for pools and
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also for food.

Juvenile fish of all species tend to congregate in

areas somewhat deeper than fry but genera.l.l.y in areas where aquatic
vegetation is abundant.

Although mixed species schools are present,

most fish of a particular species tend to school together.

At present

the most severe competition in Yellowstone Lake appears to be among the
try and juvenil.e stages of all species and among juvenile cutthroat

trout, juvenile suckers, adult red.ide shiners, lake chub and longnose
dace.
The depth distribution of trout and suckers was studied using
gill nets; the data included settings up to 150 feet in depth but
only considered the distribution near the bottom; no nets were set
in the open limnotic part of the lake.

The depth distribution study

showed that 100 percent of the suckers and 88.7 percent ot the trout were
found in less than 51 feet of water which indicated the importance of
this area in the lake to both species.
Rotenone poisoning in a small lagoon revealed large concentrations
of juvenile and adult 10ngnose suckers and redside shiners, and cutthroat
trout try.

The composition of fish in the lagoon determined by rotenone

poisoning was correlated with lIdnnow gill net data.

Redside shiners

are especially vulnerable to minnow gill netsJ longnose suckers are not
very vulnerable.

The importance of lagoons tor cutthroat fry is

suggested from the large concentration found in this lagoon.

Fry of

other species were not found here but were found in other lagoons
suggesting an intolerance.
In Yellowstone Lake and its lagoons the relative number of trout

to suckers tor 1957, 1958 and 1959 was found to be close to a 2 to 1
ratio as determined by gill net data.

The ratio of trout to suckers
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in the open lake was about 4 to 1; in the lagoons it was about 3 to 7.
This 4ata does not consider selectivity ot g111 nets; location of gil1
net sets and many other factors.
co~sition

It indicates, however, the relative

and that large concentrations of longnose suckers are

found in Yellowstone Lake.
Parasi tea are found on cutthroat trout, longnose suckers and redside
shiners but there is no indication that they are causing great distress
or mortality to their hosts.

There are many ma1l!DBJ ian and avian preda ..

tors of fish in Yellowstone as these species are protected.

A possible

beneficial relation of longnose suckers, redside shiners, lake chub and
longnose dace to cutthroat trout is that these species act as a butter.
Interspecific predation in fish was not found in Yellowstone Lake;
cannibalism was noted with cutthroat in tributary streams.
C~tition

for spawning sites is not considered important although

there is an overlap in time and pla.ces of spawning.

There is no evi-

dence that longnose suckers or redside shiners destroy the redds of
cutthroat trout.

Destruction of redside shiner eggs by longnose suckers

or longnost sucker eggs by redside shiners is possibleo
There is a definite overlap in the food habits of cutthroat trout,
longnoae suckers and reds ide

~ra;

this overlap also includes chub.

other food babi t studies indicate

Differences in the feeding habits

included a vertical feeding pattern:

longnose suckers feed largely on

the bottom, cutthroat trout in the middle water strata and redside shiners
pr11llarily on the surface J however, these species also feed in other
zones as wel1.

Competition tor food is not important as yet as there

18 no ind1cationthat food organiSllS are li1l1ted.

Bottom organisms

were found to be more abundant in the Fishing Bridge and Lake Station

areas, where all species were present and longnose sucker numbers are
high, than in other areas where only cutthroat trout and few longnose
suckers are found.

Bottom organisms in lagoons have not been con-

sidered quantitatively; competition for food may be an important factor
in these areas.
The increase in fishing pressure with no decrease in catch-per-uniteffort, along with an increased growth rate of cutthroat trout and fewer
older age fish, suggests that intra-specific competition has been
greater than interspecific competition.

However, the increased growth

rate could mean that competition with other species as well as within
species has been acute and that a reduction of cutthroat trout numbers,
as well as favoring remaining cutthroat, trout has also favored longnose
suokers, reds ide shiners, lake chub and longnose dace.

If fishing pressure

continues to increase, as is expected, this will continue to favor the
undesirable species.
Undoubtedly tbe destruction of suckers moving into fish traps has
helped control sucker numbers and it is suggested that this procedure
be carried out in the future.

Other suggested control measures are

additional weirs, gill netting, and poisoning of certain lagoons at an
optimum time.

It is suggested that control measures be in! tiated

before competition becomes severe to insure the welfare of cutthroat
trout and provide good fishing in the future.
The effects of interspecific competition are difficult to segregate
under natural. conditions.

It is relatively siMple to evaluate competition

between two individuals under controlled conditions but very difficult
to evaluate competition in wild populations.

A valid mathematical model

would provide the anever to evaluating competition, but there are so many

variables tor studying

co~tition

in wild tish populations that a

formula will be ditficult to develop.
Competition as suggested by distributional patterns, habitat
preferences, spring spawning in much the same areas, social intolerances,
space tactors, and overlaps in food and feeding habits is present in
Yellowstone Lake.

As longnose suckers, redside shiners and lake chubs

have recently been introduced and have not yet increased their range to
the potential expected competition has not yet become severe in most
areas ot the lake.

Co~ti tion

in certain lagoon and bay areas is

undoubtedly causing unfavorable conditions for cutthroat trout at the
present.

Social intolerances appear to be important in connection with

living room and in limiting cutthroat trout numbers in productive areas
occupied by other species.

As the numbers of longnose suckers, redside

shiners and lake chub increased, competition DBY be expected to become
more severe; cutthroat trout will be forced to use DBrginal habitat areas
and the growth rate my be expected to decline •. Selective harvest of
cutthroat trout will favor the rough species of fish in Yellowstone Lake
unless preventive measures are initiated.

The presence of longnose suckers and redside Shiners has

1.

aroused concern for the welfare ot cutthroat trout in Yellowstone Lake.
This study was undertaken to determine the interactions among these
species; l.aJe chub and longnose dace are considered to a lesser extent.
2.

The general morphology and. 11:mnoJ.ogy of Yellowstone Lake are

given.

Bottom types, nora. and fauna are considered in their relation-

ships to fish habitat requirements.
3.

Mean calculated total lengths in

~

of 100 longnose suokers

26.2, 73.8, 156.6, 236.4, 308.0, 370.6, 418.6, 475.8 and 504.9.

were:

Annual increments of growth in mm. vere 26.2, 47.8, 83.6, 82.7, 73.3,
64.8, 33.8, 39.1 and 34.9.

Most longnose sucker males reach seJDJal

ma turl ty in age group V, females in age group VI spawning trom the first
week in June to the third week in July in Yellowstone Lake t s tributary

streams.

They spawn adhesive demreal eggs over gravel beds with no

redd preparation.
4.

Longnose sucker fry are found in shaJ.J.ov protected pools in

Yellowstone Lake.

Juve.n ile longnose suoke·r s are found mostly in lagoons

and protected bay areas.

Adults are tound in lagoons and bay areas and

in other areas of the lake having a silt
5.

botto~

Stomach analyais of adult longnose suckers showed Tendiped1dae

larvae were most 1lzax>rtant by oceurence j I6;phn1a were most
nllJllber.

By volume the most

~rtant

tood items were

~rtant

lfY!l!lla

and

Gammarus vh1ch constituted 29.7 percent ot the total volume and

by

Tendii't'd.1dae larvae which constituted 29.5 percent, Daphnia, Ephemerella
~

and tUamentous algae tollowed.

l\lo

1m;portant seasonal d1tterences

were tound during the period under investigation.

6.

Mean calculated total lengths in - . of redside shiners by year

ot lite were 47.3, 67.3 and 91.2.
47.3, 24.0 and 21.8.

Annual increments of growth were

Redside 8h.1ners reach sexual maturity in age

group II and s:pe.vn adhesive demersal eggs in lagoons and tributary

streau to Yellovstone Lake • .

7.

In the spring most shiners were tound in shallow areas

lagoons and

8.

ba;YSj

ot

they later moved into deeper water.

Stomaoh anal.ysis ot redside shiners showed TeD41pedidae adults

vere DIOst 1m;portant by number tollowd by ByaJ.ell.a and Ge.Dmal"l1S, Bosmina,
Tendipedidae larva and Daphnia.

By occurrence Tendipedidae adults,

19a1ella and Ganlarus and Da.phnia vere most 1m;portant j by volume Tend!ped1dae adults constituted

60.7

percent by volume of the total stomach

contents.

9.

Collq)etition with tish is largely tor food, space, spa.wn1ng

sites and tactors ot the physical environment.
10.

Cutthroat trout are tound in all areas ot Yellovstone Lake,

its })ays and lagoonsj longnose suckers are found in most areas but are
concentrated in certain localized areas.

Redside shiners, lake chub and

longnoae dace are tound largely in areas close to the Yellowstone Lake
highway.

The fry ot all speeies are tound in shallow pool areas or near

the .ur.tace in shallow water.

Fry are found in greatest concentrations

in tributary stre&J18 j Cutthroat try are not as dependent as other species
fry on the habitat of protected areas.
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11.

From all gill net, seine and minnow trap data it is apparent

that greatest interactions occur in lagoons aDd other protected areas.
12.
and

From e~r1mental gill net data, 88.7 percent ot the trout

100 percent of the suckers vere taken in vater less than 51 teet

deep_

All red.side shiners, lake chub and longnose dace vere taken in

water less than 11 feet deep.

13. From

gill nets set in Yellowstone Lake and its lagoons in

1957,

1958 and 1959, not considering selectivity as to species or locations,
the ratio ot trout to suckers was 2 :lJ in the open lake the ratio vas

4: 1 and in lagoons 3:7 (approx1Dately).

14.

There vas no evidence that longnose suckers or reds ide shiners

destroy or damage cutthroat trout redds, physiologically disturb, or
otherwise cOJnPete with trout for spawning sites.

15. The overlap

in tood habits of juveniles and adults of all

species suggests cou;etition in certain areas.

Stomach analysis ot

cutthroat longnose suckers and redside shiners expressed in volume by
percentage revealed that all three species ate largely Daphnia,
pods and tendipedidsj together they constituted

71.5, 73.2

and

~hi

73.5

percent by volume of the total food contents of the three fish species,
respectively.

D1fferences noted in feeding habits vere that reds ide

shiners feed largely on the surtace cutthroat trout in the center
water strata and longnose suckers primarily on the bottom.
16.

An increase in the growth rate of cutthroat trout and a

decrease in older age fish suggests competition with other species
does not appear to be great as yet.
in the tuture and an

e~nsion

Selective harvest ot cutthroat trout

ot the present range of longnose suckers,

lake chub and reds ide shiners v1ll inerease competition and favor the
undesirable species.
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17.

Competition appears to be most important with ;younger age fish,

especially in lagoon and bay areas.

Other species ot fish may be

causing a movement ot trout out of highly productive areas because of
spatial and social intolerances.
18.

There was no ap})arent distress or mortality noted from

several parasites oocurrllllg in Yellowstone La.ke fishes.

Longnose

suckers, redside Shiners, lake chub and longnose dace _y have some importanoe as buffer species.

No interspecific predation vas noted with

fish in Yellontone Lake J some cannibalism vas noted with cutthroat
trout.
19.

Management possibilities are suggested to control undesirable

species and inolude:

&1ll nets
20.

fish traps, selective poisoning of certain lagoons,

and regulations.

SUggestions for further study include:

e. study of bottom

organisms quantita ti vely in lagoons, more study of the spaw.ing babi ts

ot longnose suckers and redside shiners, e. food babits study of fry
and Juvenile tiBh of all species, a food bab! ts study of cutthroat trout

in lagoon and bay areas, and a study of the distribution and movements
of fish in different water strata.
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